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ABSTRACT

A novel four terminal semiconductor device termed the metal

oxide semiconductor bipolar junction transistor (MOSBJT) is

described. Within this device the electrical behaviors of the MOSFET

and BJT are merged. When biased into the forward active operating

mode, the MOS surface structure is inverted and a diffused electrical

contact (the Drain) provides a means to reverse bias the inversion

layer with respect to the base. Electrons injected into the base

region diffuse across the base and are collected by the inverted

surface region. The voltage drop occurring along the inversion layer

reduces the reverse bias of the inversion-layer/base junction. If

sufficient voltage drop occurs, the inversion-layer/base junction

furthest from the drain contact may be debiased. This reduces the

active collector area and the magnitude of the collected current (the

drain current). Since the inversion layer voltage drop is dependent

on the gate voltage and base bias, these two control terminals have a

significant effect on the electrical behavior of the MOSBJT.

Five sets of MOSBJTs were fabricated with identical gate lengths

but with varying gate shapes. Each device group contains MOSBJTs

with three non-rectangular gate geometries. The devices are

simultaneously fabricated using a procedure designed to optimize the

performance of both the MOS and BJT components of the MOSBJT.

Two device models are derived for the MOSBJT. An analytical

model for the rectangular MOSBJTs yields a simplified closed-form

solution which is in agreement with the electrical characteristics of
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the MOSBJT. A multi-lump element circuit model for the MOSBJT is

also described. This model is capable of modeling the

non-rectangular gated devices and generated device characteristics

which are in excellent agreement with the experimental data.

Areas of application for the MOSBJT are identified and

characterized. The non-linearity resulting from active area

modulation and the dependence on the MOSBJT's electrical behavior on

the gate voltage and base current allow for applications in the area

of current limiting, harmonic generation. gain control. and signal

multiplication.

The reverse active mode of operation for the MOSBJT is also

examined. In this operating mode the diffused n+ contact and

inversion-layer functions as the emitter, the epi-layer functions as

the base, and the substrate functions as the collector. The reverse

active device characteristics are dependent on both the diffused and

inversion-layer emitters. A significant increase in the base current

and a lesser increase in the collector current has been observed

during the formation of the inversion layer emitter.· This effect is

associated with the inversion-layer emitter and is responsible for a

pronounced reduction in the current gain of the reverse active MOSBJT

under certain conditions of gate bias.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Electronic circuits are constructed with different types of

transistors such as BJTs, MOSFETs, and JFETs to take advantage of the

desirable electrical characteristics of each device. Transistors of

different types are often interconnected to improve upon limitations

of the individual devices. The interest in the improvement of the

device performance and the ability to form various interconnected

transistor structures within a semiconductor device, has led to the

development of merged semiconductor devices.

The electrical behaviors of transistors have been merged and

performance levels surpassing the i~dividual devices have been

attained. Arai [1] merged a BJT and JFET and thereby significantly

enhanced the photo-gain of the BJT. Zipperian, Warner, and Gund [2]

merged a BJT and JFET to improve upon the characteristics of a BJT.

They achieved very high current gain without degrading the output

resistance or collector-emitter breakdown voltage characteristics.

The merging of the electrical behaviors of semiconductor devices can

also result in devices which exhibit novel device behavior which is

not present in the separate devices. Such is the case with the

merged MOSFET and BJT device discussed in this dissertation.

The focus of this dissertation is on the development of a unique

semiconductor device (termed the metal oxide semiconductor bipolar

junction transistor (MOSBJT)) in which the electrical behavior of a

MOSFET is electrically merged with a BJT. The bias dependent

1
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non-linearity and two control terminals of the MOSBJT allow for

potential applications in the areas of current limiting, harmonic

generation, gain control, and signal multiplication. This device

also could conceivably allow a higher degree of integration to be

achieved due to merging the functions of two conventional transistors

into a single device.

~ Background of the Research Project

The MOSBJT was invented by Professor James Holm-Kennedy and has

been undergoing development at the University of Hawaii Physical

Electronics Laboratory. Earlier work on this project was performed

at the University of Hawaii for a Master's thesis by Okada [3]. The

research presented in this dissertation was partially funded by the

Office of Naval Research (ONR) under Contract No. N-0014-76-C-1081,

July 1983, [4] [5].

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into nine chapters. A qualitative

discussion on the operation of the MOSBJT is covered in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, the device design and fabrication procedure for the

MOSBJT are revealed. Then, in Chapter 4, the experimental data along

with a qualitative analysis are presented. In the next two chapters

the device models for the MOSBJT are presented. In Chapter 5, an

analytical model is revealed and a discussion on a multi-lump

numerical model follows in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the device

characteristics of the MOSBJT are discussed as it relates to specific

2



applications. Chapter 8 contains a discussion on the MOSBJT under

reverse active bias. Finally in Chapter 9, the research is

summerized.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC DEVICE CONCEPT

The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Bipolar Junction Transistor

(MOSBJT) is a four terminal semiconductor device in which the

electrical behavior of a n-p-n bipolar junction transistor (BJT) and

a n-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor

(MOSFET) are merged. Figure 2.1 shows a metal oxide semiconductor

(MOS) structure consisting of a metal gate, gate oxide layer, and a

p-epi layer, with a diffused n+ contact (the Drain) located on the

substrate surface. The structure under the gate operates in a manner

similar to that of a BJT. The n+ substrate is the emitter, the p-epi

layer is the base, and the MOS surface channel functions as a

collector in one mode. An alternate mode uses the channel as an

emitter with the p/n+ junction functioning as a collector. The

device can be thought of in several ways: 1) A MOSFET with a

distributed BJT source, 2) a BJT with a distributed MaS channel

collector, and 3) a BJT with a distributed MOS channel emitter.

Since the MOSBJT combines elements of the MOSFET and BJT, the

operation of a conventional BJT and a MOS structure will be

discussed; followed by a detailed discussion of the device operation

of the MOSBJT.

2. 1 Review of the Device Operation of a Conventional Bipolar
Junction Transistor

The BJT is a device consisting of two semiconductor junctions

placed in close proximity to each other (Fig. 2.2). The various BJT

4
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abrupt junction n-p-n bipolar junction transistor.
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operating modes are obtained by combining forward or reverse biasing

of the emitter-base (E-B) and base-collector (B-C) junctions. The

four operating modes are: forward active (E-B junction forward biased

and the B-C junction reverse biased), reverse active (E-B junction

reverse biased and the B-C junction forward biased), cut-off (E-B and

B-C junctions reverse biased), and saturation (E-B and B-C junctions

forward biased) [6]. Of these four modes, only the forward active

and saturation modes are of present interest in the operation of the

MOSBJT described below.

Review of BJT Forward Active Operation

The band diagram of an unbiased n-p-n BJT is shown in Fig. 2.3a

along with the free carrier energy distributions for each

semiconductor region. Also indicated are the free carrier flux of

electrons from the emitter into the base (FnEB); of electrons from

the base into the emitter (FnBE); of electrons from the base into the

collector (FnBC); of electrons from the collector into the base

(FnCB); of holes from the emitter into the base (FpEB); of holes from

the base into the emitter (FpBE); of holes from the base into the

collector (FpBC)' and of holes from the collector into the base

(FpCB)' Under thermal equilibrium the carrier flux at the E-B and

base-collector B-C junctions are equal and opposite. There is no net

carrier flux at either junction. That is, the terminal currents are

zero.

For the forward active mode, the E-B junction is forward biased

and the C-B junction is reverse biased. The forward bias of the E-B

7
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Figure 2.3 One-dimensional prototype bipolar junction transistor
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tude of the carrier flux.
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Figure 2.3 cant. One-dimensional prototype bipolar junction
transistor energy band diagram. The free carrier
energy distributions are also shown. The length
and thickness of the arrows schematically represent
the relative magnitude of the carrier flux.
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junction reduces the E-B junction barrier height (Fig. 2.3b) which

results in a substantial electron flux from the emitter into the base

and a lesser flux of holes from the base into the emitter. Reverse

bias of the C-B junction increases the barrier for hole injection

from the base into the collector and electron injection from the

collector into the base. For the narrow base condition [6],

electrons injected from the emitter into the base diffuse across the

base and arrive at the edge of the B-C space charge region. The B-C

barrier separates the electrons and holes and delivers the electron

flux component to the collector where these excess majority carriers

(electrons) dielectrically relax out of the collector contact to

create the external collector current.

The minority carrier diffusion length is the average distance an

electron-hole pair diffuses before it recombines. If the base width

Xb is much less than the base diffusion length Ln (the narrow base

condition) most of the electrons injected into the base arrive at the

collector to be "collected". The related base minority carrier

profile npB is shown in Fig. 2.4. The linear base minority carrier

profile for a prototype BJT is a consequence of the narrow base width

and of the fact that diffusion is the dominant base minority carrier

transport mechanism in the prototype transistor. That is, the narrow

base width allows for very little minority carrier recombination and

the diffusive minority carrier flux will thus be essentially constant

within the base. Since the diffusive flux can be expressed as

F (x) = 0 an(x) / axn n

10
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Figure 2.4 Minority carrier profile for an active biased bipolar
junction transistor. Here PnE is the hole profile in
the emitter, npB is the electron profile in the base,
and PnC is the hole profile in the collector. The
cross-hatched regions are depleted of carriers.
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Here On is the diffusion constant for electrons in the base, n(x) is

the minority carrier concentration in the base, and x is the

coordinate direction transverse to the base; the proportionality of

the minority carrier flux to the minority carrier gradient within the

base and the requirement of a constant flux of carriers in the base

translates to a constant minority carrier gradient within the base.

Understanding the origin of the linear base minority carrier profile

in the active BJT will later be useful in the understanding of the

base minority carrier profiles of both the saturated BJT and the

MOSBJT.

The BJT can be modeled as a current controlled current source.

A useful related figure of merit for the BJT is the d.c. current gain

(2.2)

where Ie and IB are the currents flowing in the base and collector

terminals, respectively. Since typical BJTs have narrow bases, most

of the injected emitter current is collected and Ie ~ IE. B is

therefore very much determined by the IB requirements of the BJT.

The three major components observed for a forward active biased BJT

(Fig. 2.5) are the current required to supply recombination in the

base IRB, the current required to supply recombination in the E-B

space-charge region IREBSC' and the current injected from the base

into the emitter and biases the emitter base junction IpE•
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components are IRB, the current required to supply
recombination in the base; IREBSC' the current required to
supply recombination in the E-B space charge; and IpE' the
current injected from the base into the emitter.



The BJT In Saturation

Saturation is defined as the condition observed when both the

E-B and B-C junctions of a BJT are forward biased. Figure 2.6 shows

the minority carrier profile of a BJT biased into saturation with the

E-B junction more heavily forward biased than the B-C junction. The

base minority carrier profile results from the summation of the base

minority carrier components from each forward biased junction. For a

constant E-B bias, the base minority carrier gradient is reduced for

the saturated BJT when compared with the forward active biased BJT

(Fig. 2.4). The saturated BJT will therefore have a reduced base

minority carrier flux and a reduced IC compared to the forward active

biased MOSBJT.

The saturated BJT also has a greater base current requirement

than the forward active biased BJT. This results from the presence

of two additional base current components: the injection of holes

into the collector IpC and the recombination of electrons in the C-B

space-charge layer IRCBSC (Fig. 2.7). An increase of the base

current requirements for the saturated MOSBJT will also occur due to

the enhanced base minority carrier recombination arising from an

increase of the base minority carrier concentration. This effect can

be explained using the Shockley, Hall, and Reed recombination theory

[7] [8] which predicts that under low injection, the minority carrier

recombination rate will be proportional to the excess minority

carrier concentration. Here the saturated BJT will exhibit a

reduction in B (compared with the forward active BJT) resulting from

a decrease in IC and an increase in lB. Understanding the nature of

14
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Figure 2.6 Minority carrier profile for a saturated bipolar junction
transistor. Here PnE is the hole profile in the emitter,
npB is the electron profile in the base, and PnC is the
hole profile in the collector. The cross-hatched regions
are depleted of carriers.
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to supply recombination in the E-B space charge; IDE'
the current injected from the base into the emitter;
IRCBSC' the current required to supply recombination in
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the operation of the forward active and saturation modes of the BJT

will assist in understanding rather subtle aspects of the operation

of the MOSBJT.

2.2 Device Operation of the MOSBJT's MOS Structure

The complex electrical behavior of the MOSBJT results from the

controlled distributed injection of minority carriers into the

inversion layer of the MOS surface structure. The MOS structure.

although utilized in a very unconventional manner. is similar to the

gated diode or gate controlled p-n junction [9]. Cross-sectional

diagrams of both the gated diode and MOS capacitor (Fig. 2.8) reveal

that the gated diode is essentially a MOS capacitor with a diffused

electrical contact to the inversion layer. Since the electrical

characteristics of the gated diode is dependent on the device

behavior of the MOS capacitor, a review of the MOS capacitor is

appropriate and is presented below.

The energy band diagrams and charge distributions of aMOS

capacitor under the three operating conditions of accumulation.

depletion. and inversion are shown in Fig. 2.9. For accumulation.

the application of a negative gate bias induces a negative gate

charge. QG' which attracts a positive charge. -QG very near the

semiconductor surface. This operating mode (Fig. 2.9a) is referred

to as accumulation because holes will be attracted to and

"accumulate" at the semiconductor surface. In the depletion mode. a

small applied positive gate bias causes the holes to be repelled from

the surface forming a layer depleted of the majority carrier

17
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Figure 2.8 Cross-section of (a) the gated diode, and (b) MOS
capacitor.
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Figure 2.9 Energy band diagrams and charge distributions for aMOS
capacitor biased into (a) accumulation, (b) depletion, and
(c) inversion. Here QG is the gate charge, Qn is the
inversion layer charge, QO is the depletion layer charge,
Xd is the depletion layer width, and Xdmax is the maximum
equilibrium depletion layer width.
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Figure 2.9 cont.
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Energy band diagrams and charge distributions for a
MOS capacitor 'biased into (a) accumulation, (b)
depletion, and (c) inversion. Here QG is the gate
charge, Qn is the inversion layer charge, QO is the
depletion layer charge, Xd is the depletion layer
width, and Xdmax is the maximum equilibrium
depletion layer width.
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(Fig. 2.9b). As the gate voltage is further increased the depletion

width Xd increases and the surface becomes less p-type. When a gate

voltage greater than or equal to a critical threshold gate voltage is

applied, sufficient band bending occurs and electrons are attracted

to the surface. This layer of electrons is referred to as the

inversion-layer and the charge of this layer is represented by the

symbol Q. This later mode of operation is known as inversion and isn

illustrated in Fig. 2.9c.

Once inversion occurs the application of additional gate voltage

increases the concentration of carriers within the inversion layer

but this causes only a negligible further increase of Xd• Once

biased into inversion, Xd is considered fixed at its maximum

equilibrium value Xd • The threshold voltage is defined as themax
gate voltage required to increase the inversion layer carrier

concentration to that of the substrate. When this condition occurs

the MOS capacitor is said to be biased at the onset of strong

inversion.

When the MOS capacitor is biased into inversion, the resulting

structure within the semiconductor is referred to as a field induced

junction (FIJ) [9] which is in some ways similar to a n+-p junction.

The FIJ can be biased with the diffused contact of the gated diode as

shown in Fig. 2.8a. Figure 2.10a shows the energy band diagram of a

FIJ with an applied reverse bias of VR volts. The similarities

between the the band diagrams of the reverse biased FIJ and a reverse

biased p-n junction (shown in Fig. 2.3b) are clearly evident. Thus,

21
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Figure 2.10 Energy band diagram and charge distribution for a gated

diode. The MOS structure is biased into inversion and the
inversion layer is reverse biased with respect to the
substrate.
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the FIJ can be anticipated to be equally effective as a p-n junction

when operati ng as the "collector" ina BJT.

2.3 MOSBJT Modes of Operation

Definition of MOSBJT Operating Modes

The MOSBJT is defined to be operating in the forward active

operating mode when the emitter-base (E-B) terminals are forward

biased and the drain-base (O-B) terminals are reverse biased. The

four forward active operating modes for the MOSBJT are: 1) the

forward active operating mode with the inversion layer present,

2) the forward active operating mode with the inversion layer not

present, 3) the forward active operating mode with the inversion

layer present and the device partially cut-off, and 4) the forward

active operating mode with the inversion-layer present and

pinched-off. These four operating modes will be described briefly

here but in greater detail later in this section.

A cross section of a forward active biased MOSBJT with the

inversion layer present is shown in Fig. 2.11a. The inversion layer

forms when VOE > VTH• However, the inversion layer is not pinched

off since VOE < VOPO• (Pinch off will be discussed later in this

section.) The inversion layer extends across the MOSBJT and

functions as a "collector". Under this operating mode the MOSBJT is

anticipated to exhibit BJT-1ike characteristics due to the effective

"collection" of minority carriers by the inversion layer collector in

parallel with a parasitic BJT (the drain contact).
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Figure 2.11 Cross section diagrams of the operating modes for the
MOSBJT. Arrows indicate direction of the base
minority carrier flux.
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Figure 2.11 cant. Cross section diagrams of the operating modes for
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The cross section of a MOSBJT in the forward active operating

mode with the inversion layer not present is shown in Fig. 2.11b.

Since VGE < VTH, the inversion layer is not present to function as a

collector. Thus the drain current is composed of carriers collected

by the parasitic collector (the diffused n+ contact). This operating

mode is considered to be a gate induced "off" mode for the MOSBJT

which will be discussed later in more detail.

A forward active MOSBJT with the inversion layer present and

operating in device cut-off is shown in Fig. 2.1lc. It will later

become evident that the inversion layer voltage drop can lead to the

debiasing of the inversion-layer/base junction. This debiased region

is called the cut-off region and a MOSBJT operating in this mode as

operating in cut-off. Since the debiased region is inactive as a

collector, the formation of this region reduces the active collector

area. The bias dependence of the MOSBJT's active area is called

active area modulation (AAM).

The cross section of a forward active MOSBJT with the inversion

layer present and pinched off (VOE > VOPO' the drain voltage at which

the inversion layer pinches off) is revealed in Fig. 2.lld. Similar

to a conventional MOSFET, the inversion layer pinches off when the

drain voltage exceeds VOPO (approximately VGE - VTH). A space charge

region forms between the drain and the inversion layer reducing the

inversion layer voltage.

A cross section diagram of the MOSBJT biased into the reverse

active operating mode is shown in Fig. 2.1le. The MOSBJT is defined

to be operating in the reverse active operating mode when the
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drain-base (O-B) terminals are forward biased and the emitter-base

(E-B) terminals are reverse biased. Chapter 8 is devoted to the

reverse active operation of the MOSSJT while detailed discussions on

the forward active operating modes is presented below.

Forward Active Operating Mode With the Inversion Layer Present

A cross-sectional diagram of the forward active biased MOSBJT

with the MaS structure biased into inversion is shown in Fig. 2.12.

In this diagram the arrows schematically represent the direction of

the base minority carrier flux FnB which results from the assumption

that one dimensional base minority carrier transport occurs in the

MOSSJT. The MOSBJT energy band diagram and superimposed schematic

representation of the electron transport within the MOSBJT are

revealed in Fig. 2.13. Electrons are injected from the emitter into

the base and diffuse to the reverse biased FIJ. The electric field

within the space-charge region of the reverse biased FIJ sweeps the

electrons into the inversion layer, where the electrons

dielectrically relax out the drain contact providing the external

drain current 10•
In a manner similar to that of a BJT, the MOSBJT can be

characterized as a current controlled current source. The d.c.

current gain for the MOSBJT,

(2.3)
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Figure 2.12 Cross-section of the forward active biased MOSBJT with the
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structure is biased into inversion. Arrows indicate direction
of the base minority carrier flux FnB.
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where IB is the base current for the MOSBJT. The principle IB

components for the MOSBJT and BJT are identical due to similarities

in device operation. Therfore, the nature of the principle IB
components for the MOSBJT will not be discussed.

For the forward active biased MOSBJT with the inversion layer

present and negligible voltage drop occurring along the inversion

layer, the MOSBJT device characteristics are anticipated to be

similar to a conventional BJT. This results from the similar

internal carrier transport of the MOSBJT and the BJT and the

effective collection of the injected base minority carriers by the

inversion-layer and collector of the parasitic BJT. But it will

later become evident that under certain conditions the device

characteristics of the MOSBJT are very different from the BJT. In

particular ~OSBJT is strongly dependent on the operating gate bias

of the MOSBJT. This dependence is discussed later in great detail.

Forward Active MOSBJT With the Inversion Layer Not Present

The forward active biased MOSBJT can be switched from a "high"

current gain state into a "low" current gain state by the application

of appropriate voltages on the gate terminal. A high current gain

state for the forward active biased MOSBJT occurs when the MOS

structure is biased into strong inversion. The MOSBJT can be

switched into a low current gain mode by biasing the MOS structure

into accumulation or depletion. The inversion-layer will no longer

be present to extend the "collector" across the MOS region and

provide the readily accessible "channel collector" for the injected
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base minority carriers. Only the parasitic BJT has a functioning

collector in this case.

The cross-section diagram of the MOSBJT biased into the low

current gain mode (Fig. 2.14), reveals that the effective base width

is variable for different emitter locations and is substantially

longer for carriers injected furthest from the drain contact compared

to carriers injected near 0 the drain. If the gate length of the

MOSBJT is much greater than Ln, most of the minority carriers

injected furthest from the drain do not reach the parasitic collector

but recombine. This recombination increases the MOSBJT's IB
requirement and reduces the magnitude of the base minority carrier

flux reaching the drain, thus reducing 10, Both of these effects

will cause a decrease of BMOSBJT. Although a pronounced reduction of

~OSBJT may occur when the MOS surface is biased out of inversion.

the collector of the parasitic BJT (i.e•• the drain contact) prevents

the MOSBJT from entering a zero current gain state. The effect of

this parasitic collector must be minimized. or ideally eliminated for

the forward active MOSBJT to operate effectively as a gate controlled

switch.

Forward Active Operating Mode With the Inversion Layer Present and

the Device Partially Cut-Dff (Active Area Modulation)

A unique operating mode for the forward active biased MOSBJT

(called active area modulation [AAM]) results from the bias

dependence of the MOSBJT's collector area. Under "low" emitter-base

bias and/or high gate bias the forward active biased MOSBJT's entire
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Figure 2.14 Cross-section of a forward active biased MOSBJT with the
inversion layer not present. Arrows schematically
represent the path of the base minority carriers.



inversion layer is electrically a functional "collector" (Fig. 2.15a)

and the MOSBJT exhibits linear device characteristics similar to a

conventional BJT, as expected. But as the base-emitter bias is

increased or as the gate voltage is reduced an electrically inactive

region (called the cut-off region) can form within the MOSBJT (see

Figs. 2.l5b, c). The formation of this region reduces the active

device area of the MOSBJT and results in very nonlinear device

characteristics which is discussed in greater detail in Sec. 2.4.

In the forward active biased MOSBJT, AAM results from a voltage

drop along the inversion-layer which is due to the electron flux

flowing through the resistive inversion layer. This voltage drop

affects the inversion layer voltage creating a position dependent

channel voltage which decreases the reverse bias on the FIJ in a

distributed way. A two-dimensional band diagram of the active biased

MOSBJT is shown in Fig. 2.16. The debiasing of the FIJ is evident

(at A-B) by the variation of the surface conduction band edge along

the y direction. The debiasing of the FIJ is enhanced by increasing

the emitter-base bias (VBE) and reducing the gate bias (VGE) which

increases the inversion layer current and resistivity, thus

increasing the inversion layer voltage drop. If a sufficient

inversion layer voltage drop occurs, the section of the FIJ located

furthest from the drain contact may be forward biased into an

electrically inactive state referred to as "unique saturation."

Unique saturation, which is a special case of the conventional

BJT saturation, is defined as when the E-B junction and FIJ are
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Figure 2.15 Cross section diagrams of the forward active MOSBJT with
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device cut-off. a} The MOSBJT is entirely active, b) the
device is partially cut-off, and c} the device is almost
entirely cut-off.
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energy band diagram.
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forward biased such that the base minority carrier profile is

essentially flat. The region of the MOSBJT biased into unique

saturation is electrically inactive since the base minority carrier

gradient is zero and therefore no net current transverses the base.

To understand how unique saturation occurs, first consider the

development of a one-dimensional multi-lump model of the MOSBJT shown

in Fig. 2.17. Figure 2.17a shows a cross section diagram of the

MOSBJT revealing the distributed bipolar injection into the MOS

inversion layer which is modeled in Fig. 2.17b by a series of

interconnected MOSFETs and BJTs. In the following discussion, the

multi-lump model is simplified by substituting fixed resistors for

the MOSFETs and redrawn into the form shown in Fig. 2. 18.

With the aid of this simplified circuit model of the MOSBJT it

can be shown that under certain operating conditions, unique

saturation will occur. First assume that a particular bias (VBE,

VGE, and VOE) is applied to the MOSBJT such that the voltage drop

along the inversion layer reduces the collector voltage of 03 to VBE

The voltage between the base and collector of 03 is then zero volts.

If IC4 (the collector current of 04) is not zero, the voltage at the

collector of 04 is less then VBE• Therefore, the B-C junction of 04

is forward biased and transistor 04 is biased into saturation.

Forward bias of the B-C junction reduces the base minority carrier

gradient (discussed in BJT saturation, Sec. 2.1) resulting in

IC4 < IC3•
If ICS is not zero, the collector voltage of 05 is less than the

collector voltage of Q4. Thus the forward bias of the B-C junction
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of QS is greater than the forward bias of the B-C junction of Q4 and

ICS < IC4• This continues until at a particular transistor, the C-B

junction of the BJT is sufficiently forward biased such that the base

minority carrier gradient is essentially flat (the condition of

unique saturation). The remaining device area, from the location of

this transistor to the edge of the inversion layer furthest from the

drain is biased into unique saturation. Since base minority carrier

transport does not occur in this region, this region does not

contribute to the MOSBJT's terminal drain current and therefore is

considered electrically inactive. ·This region is called the

"cut-off" region and the MOSBJT is defined to be operating in

"cut-off" upon the formation of this region.

The cross-section diagram of a forward active MOSBJT biased into

cut-off (Fig. 2.19) reveals the three operating regions within the

MOSBJT and their characteristic minority carrier profiles. The three

regions are the cut-off region, where the BJT elements modeling this

region are biased into unique saturation; the "active" region, where

the BJT elements modeling this region are biased into the forward

active mode; and the "transition" region, where the BJT elements

modeling this region are biased into saturation but not into unique

saturation.

Forward Active Operating Mode With Inversion Layer Present and

Pinched Off

In a conventional MOSFET biased into inversion, pinch off refers

to an operating mode which is characterized by an absence of the
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inversion layer adjacent to the drain [6]. (This condition is

commonly called "saturatton" but will be referred to as "p tnch offII

in this dissertation to eliminate the possibility of confusing this

effect with the saturation operating mode for the BJT.) The

occurrence of pinch off in the forward active MOSBJT can be discussed

by first referring to the cross section diagrams of a forward active

MOSBJT (Fig. 2.20) under various conditions of drain-emitter bias.

From the analysis of the MOSFET [6] (which is also applicable to

the MOSBJT) the nature of the semiconductor surface layer under the

gate is dependent not only on VGE, the gate voltage with respect to

(w.r.t.) the emitter but on VCH(y), the channel potential w.r.t. the

emitter. Strong inversion will occur at a position y under the gate

if

(2.4)

where VTHO is the gate voltage w.r.t. the emitter necessary for the

strong inversion to occur when VCH(y) = O. The spatial dependence of

VCH(y) results from the voltage drop which occurs along the resistive

inversion layer. Since the drain current flows into the drain

terminal and along the inversion layer, VCH(y) is equal to VOE at the

drain end of the inversion layer (at y = 0) and monotonically

decreases as y increases.

Figure 2.20a shows a cross section of an active biased MOSBJT

with VOE < VGE - VTHO• Since Eq. (2.4) is valid in the entire gate

region, the surface region under the gate is completely inverted.
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Figure 2.20 Cross-sectional diagrams of the forward active biased
MOSBJT with the inversion layer present under various
conditions of drain bias.
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Figure 2.20 cont. Cross-sectional diagrams of the forward active
biased MOSBJT with the inversion layer present
under various conditions of drain bias.
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The cross section of the active biased MOSBJT with VOE = VGE - VTHO
is shown in Fig. 2.20b. Under this operating condition, the surface

region adjacent to the drain contact is barely inverted and the

MOSBJT is defined as being biased at the onset of pinch off. The

drain voltage for pinch off to occur can therefore be written as

(2.5)

The MOSBJT is biased into pinch off (Fig. 2.20c) when

VOE > VOPO• Since the condition for surface inversion stated in Eq.

(2.4) is not met in the region from the drain to a point along the.

channel where VCH(y) = VOPO' the surface in this region is depleted,

not inverted. The separation of the inversion layer and drain by the

space charge region does not affect the transport of carriers from

the inversion layer to the drain. The lateral electric field in the

space charge region which is supported by the voltage difference

VOE - VOPO' transports the excess electrons in the inversion layer

across the space charge region and to the drain. The voltage drop

across the drain space charge region limits the channel voltage at

the drain edge of the inversion layer. Thus when the MOSBJT is

biased into pinch off the ability to control the onset of device

cut-off with the drain bias is also limited.

2.4 Qualitative Oiscussion of the MOSBJT's Electrical Behavior

The electrical behavior of the forward active MOSBJT biased such

that the entire device is active, is similar to a conventional BJT;
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but when the MOSBJT is biased into cut-off, its electrical behavior

is very unconventional. The forward active MOSBJT's drain and base

terminal currents are dependent on the magnitude of tne active area

of the MOSBJT (which operates in the forward active BJT mode) and the

'magnitude of the cut off area of the MOSBJT (which operates in a

saturated BJT mode). Since the magnitudes of the active and cut-off

areas of the MOSBJT are dependent on the bias of the MOSBJT, the

electrical characteristics of the cut off MOSBJT are also very bias

dependent.

The base current requirements of the saturated and forward

active biased BJT (see Sec. 2.2) predicts that the MOSBJT biased into

cut-off will require more base current for a given 10 than the MOSBJT

biased with the entire device active. The base current requirements

for the MOSBJT biased into cut-off will increase as the extent of

device cut-off increases. Since the cut-off region is an

electrically inactive region (it does not contribute to 10), the

active collector area decreases when device cut-off occurs and 10,
which is dependent on the active device area, also decreases. The

increased IB requirements of the cut-off MOSBJT along with the

reduced 10 will decrease the MOSBJT's d.c. current gain, BMOSBJT.

BMOSBJT will be dependent on the degree of device cut-off which can

be controlled by the bias on the MOSBJT (VOE' VBE, and VGE) and gate

geometry (which will be discussed in Chapter 3).
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2.5 Two Dimensional Base Minority Carrier Transport Considerations

The preceding qualitative discussion on the forward active

device operation of the MOSBJT is based upon a simplified model in

which base minority carrier transport was restricted to one

dimension. The sketch of the anticipated base minority carrier

concentration profile (Fig. 2.21) reveals two dimensional carrier

transport occurring in the area between the active and the cut-off

regions. Within this region is the combined effects of the

"transition" region and the lateral transport of minority carriers

from the cut-off region to the active region.

It will be assumed that the dominant effect within this region

is the lateral transport of carriers from the cut-off region to the

active region and the effect of the transition region will be

neglected. Shown in Fig. 2.22 is the incorporation of lateral

injection into the device model by the inclusion of a "peripheral

injection" region located between the active and inactive regions.

Based upon the understanding of the basic concept behind the forward

active biased MOSBJT presented in this chapter, a simplified

closed-form analytical device model and a more complex numerical

device model have been developed and is discussed in Chapters 5 and

6, respectively.
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profiles npB and PnE' respectively, for a forward
active MOSBJT biased into cut-off.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE MOSBJT

The roles of the BJT and MOS elements in the operation of the

MOSBJT and the concept of active area modulation and its effect were

was discussed in Chapter 2. The MOSBJT design and fabrication

procedure were devised to optimize and illustrate device behavior in·

its various modes of operation. The considerations given to the

MOSBJTs designs are described below, together with the rational

behind the fabrication of MOSBJTs with different gate geometries. A

discussion of the MOSBJT fabrication procedure concludes this

chapter.

3. 1 Design Considerations for the MOSBJT

The device design is partitioned into three areas for

convenience of presentation: 1) the optimization of the BJT

operation, 2) the optimization of the MOS structure. and 3) the

optimization of the MOSBJT device operation. The optimization of

the BJT's performance focused on providing a substantial MOSBJT d.c.

current gain SMOSBJT. To reduce the base current requirements of the

MOSBJT (and thus increase SMOSBJT)' an isolation trench was etched

around the device. This confined the most of the minority carrier

injection to within the vicinity of the gate.

The selection of the epitaxial p layer on an n+ substrate was

important due to their function as the base (p) and emitter (n+) of

the MOSBJT. The thickness of the epitaxy layer and the doping
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concentrations of both the epitaxy layer and the substrate must be

carefully selected to provide an appropriate injection efficiency.

(The emitter efficiency Y of the MOSBJT is related to the ratio of

the emitter flux of electrons injected into the base to the base flux

of holes injected into the emitter [6]). Since Y is dependent on the

relative doping of the base and emitter it is important the emitter

be much more heavily doped than the base [6]. But a too heavily

doped emitter will exhibit a relatively short minority carrier

diffusion length due to bulk lifetime degradation [6]. which in turn

will enhance the magnitude of the base current (holes) injected into

the emitter thereby increasing !~ and degrading the devices 6.
\J

The above constraints has led to the selection of silicon wafers

consisting of a 7 ~m p-type epitaxy layer with a boron concentration

of -6 X 1015 cm-3 (2-3 n -cm resistivity) grown on a n+ substrate with

an antimony concentration of 5 X 1018 cm-3 (0.01 n -cm resistivity).

Antimony was chosen as the substrate dopant because it has a very low

diffusivity in silicon resulting in minimal interdiffusion of the

substrate dopant into the base due to the various high temperature

fabrication processes. This would reduce the "abruptness" of the E-B

junction. which would result in a degradation of Y for the MOSBJT and

a resultant decrease in BMOSBJT [6].

The decision to select an epi-layer thickness of -7 u m resulted

from a trade off between minimizing the base width to keep B high and

minimizing the base resistance. Calculated from experimental data

[10] the 2-3 n-cm p-type epitaxial layer is expected to have a

characteristic minority carrier diffusion length L of approximately
n
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30 um, An approximately 211m C-B space charge layer width at 20

volts reverse bias [6] provides an active base width of -511 n,

Although this base width is greater than most conventional BJTs. it

is still much less than Ln and therefore excess minority carrier

recombination within the base should be minimal. The -5 llm base

region has a low base resistivity which minimized the effect of base

current crowding [6] and thereby avoided the occurrence of the

non-ideal device behavior characteristic of this phenomena. The

later is important in the prototype MOSBJT device in order to focus

on the MOSBJT device behavior in an unambiguous way.

The desire to optimize the MOS structure resulted in a

preference for (100) oriented silicon substrates to minimize the

surface state density [11] and its influence on the MOS structure's

threshold voltage VTH•

The foremost consideration in the optimization of the MOSBJT

device operation was to minimize the effect of the parasitic BJT due

to the presence of an n+ contact on the MOSBJT's electrical

characteristics. (The n+ drain nipple influenced the MOSBJT's

behavior since it created a parasitic BJT in parallel with the MOS

portion of the device.) This was done by reducing the ratio of the

drain area to the gate area and by devising a fabrication schedule

which prevents the drain contact from diffusing too deeply into the

base. A substantial reduction of the base width under the drain

would cause an enhancement of the current gain of the parasitic BJT

and a resultant weighting of its influence on the overall MOSBJT

characteristics. The base width variation for the parasitic BJT and
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the FIJ was also minimized by the MOSBJT's relatively wide base width

(-5 ~m).

Peripheral injection, which is the lateral injection of minority

carriers from the cut-off region into the active region (Sec. 2.3),

is undesirable as it reduces the cut off region's effect on the

MOSBJT's electrical behavior. Peripheral injection is minimized by

the selection of an appropriate gate length. Since the length of the

peripheral injection region is anticipated to be on the order of Ln

(-30 ~m for the fabricated devices), minimizing this effect requires

that the gate length be much greater than L. A gate length of
n

1,250 ~m chosen for the MOSBJT clearly meets this requirement and

therefore the peripheral injection region should provide only a minor

effect on the MOSBJT's electrical behavior.

3.2 The Influence of Gate Geometry

A number of MOSBJT's with different gate geometries were

fabricated to investigate the effect of gate geometry on the MOSBJT

electrical behavior. Of particular interest was the anticipated

influence on non-linear I-V behavior. The MOSBJT gate shape was

anticipated to significantly affect the MOSBJT electrical behavior

due to its effect on the spatial dependence of the inversion layer

resistance and inversion layer current (discussed in more detail in

Chapter 4). Both of these effects affect the inversion layer voltage

drop and thus affect the bias dependence of the onset of device

cut-off and of the spatial extent of device cut-off.
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Two device structures with rectangular gate geometries and three

device structures with non-rectangular gate geometries were

fabricated. Each had a different polynomial dependence of the gate

width W(y) on position y along the gate. The polynomial dependences

of the gate width, and the names used to refer to MOSBJTs with these

gate structures are listed in Table 3.1. All MOSBJT devices had

equal gate lengths. The large rectangular (LR), triangular (T),

quadratic (Q), and cubic (C) devices all had approximately equal gate

areas. To simplify the comparison and analysis of the electrical

characteristics of the MOSBJTs, the small rectangular (SR), T, Q, and

C devices had identical drain diffusion areas so that they would

result in similar contributions to drain current resulting from the

parasitic BJT behavior at the drain contact.

The motivation behind the fabrication of the small rectangular

gated device is as follows. The non-rectangular gate geometries

(Table 3.1) can be separated into a rectangular and a non-rectangular

subcomponent. The rectangular subcomponent (shown in Fig. 3.1a),

which is identical for each of the non-rectangular gate geometries,

will influence the behavior of the non-rectangular portion. To aid

in the analysis of the electrical behavior of the non-rectangular

gated MOSBJTs, the small rectangular MOSBJT was designed to have a

gate geometry identical to this rectangular subcomponent (see Fig.

3.1b).

Diagrams revealing the top view, cross-sections, and the

dimensions of the MOSBJTs with various gate geometries; the large

rectangular (LR). the triangular (T). the quadratic (0), the
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Device Name

TABLE 3. 1

GATE GEOMETRIES OF THE MOSBJTS

Gate Geometry

Small Rectangular

Large Rectangular

Triangular

Quadratic

Cubic

'56

W(y) = 5 X 10-5 M

W(y) = 3.4 X 10-4 M

W(y) =0.48y + 5 X 10-5 M

W(y) = 600 y2 + 5 X 10-5 M

W(y) = 620,000 y3 + 5 X 10-5 M



non-rectangular
subcomponent

rectangular subcomponent

(a) Quadratic gate geometry

I I

(b) Small rectangular gate geometry

Figure 3.1 Diagram showing the gate geometry of the Q and SR
MOSBJT. The dimensions of the small rectangular
gate geometry is identical to the rectangular sub
component of the quadratic gate geometry.
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cubic (C) and the small rectangular (SR), are shown in Figs. 3.2 -

3.6, respectively.

Photomasks were designed such that the entire set of five

devices with different gate shapes would be fabricated simultaneously

on the same substrate. This facilitates the analysis and the

modeling of these devices since the devices will go through identical

fabrication processes and therefore the resultant device structures

and material properties of the fabricated set of devices are expected

to be very similar.

3.3 Device Fabrication

Since the fabrication of the MOSBJT required the merging of MOS

and BJT processing technologies, careful attention was given to

devising a fabrication schedule which enhanced the performance of

both of these structures.

MOSBJT Device Fabrication Procedure:

(a) Figure 3.7a. The MOSBJT was fabricated with (100)

oriented silicon wafers consisting of a -7 um, 2.4 Q-cm

+resistivity, boron doped epitaxial layer grown on a n

antimony-doped substrate. (The epitaxial wafers were grown

and donated by Motorola Inc.) Negative photoresist was used

to define isolation regions on the wafer surface which
.

surround the islands on which the devices will be fabricated.

Isolation trenches for formed using diluted CP-4a [12]

(10:1::CP-4a:DI) as the silicon etchant. To minimize the

heating of the etchant (which results in an uncontrolled

increase in the etchants chemical activity) the back surface
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Figure 3.7 Process sequence for the MOSBJT. Shown are the front cross-section (i) and the right
cross-section (ii) for the MOSBJT: (a) after the isolation etch, (b) after the growth
of the thick field oxide and the boron base enhancement diffusion, (c) after the growth
of a blocking oxide and the phosphorous drain and emitter enhancement diffusion, (d)
after the removal of the existing oxide from the gate region, (e) after the growth of
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and patterning of the metal layer.
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of the wafers were covered with negative photoresist. The

wafers were immersed into the etchant for -1 minute, the time

required for the solution to etched through the epitaxial

layer thereby forming electrically isolated p-epi islands.

The negative photoresist was then removed and the wafers were

cleaned using a slightly modified "RCA" wafer cleaning

procedure [13] consisting of a two step process. First the

wafers were immersed in a heated solution of NH40H, H202, and

Dr for 10 min. (to remove organic contaminants) and then in a

heated solution of HC1, H202, and Dr for 10 min. (to remove

any metallic contaminants). Ultrasonic agitation was

introduced during the NH40H/H202 step to assist in the removal

of particulates. Then an over-flowing thorough Dr rinse

followed each cleaning step. Finally, the wafers were air

dried under a laminar flow hood.
o

(b) Figure 3.7b. An approximately 5000 A thick field

oxide was grown (1 hr. 40 min., 1000°C) in a wet 1%

1,l,l-Trichloroethane (TCA) oxidizing ambient. The

introduction of chlorine into the oxidizing ambient (e.g., by

the pyrolysis of TCA in this case) has been found very

effective in gettering impurities [14] resulting in a

substantially increased minority carrier lifetime and minority

carrier diffusion length [15]-[17]. The negative photoresist

procedure was then used to define the regions for the base

enhancement diffusion. (This diffusion increases the surface

concentration in the base contact region allowing an ohmic
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o
An approximately 1200 A thick wet

contact to be formed to the base.) Boron nitride wafers were

used for the boron dopant source and a 15 min. predeposition

was performed at 950°C in N2 gas. A subsequent dip into

diluted hydrofluoric acid (10 parts OI to 1 part HF) removed

the B203 dopant glass.

(c) Figure 3.7c.

blocking oxide (15 min•• 1000°C) was grown to mask the

previously diffused boron doped regions from the subsequent

phosphorous diffusion. The negative photoresist procedure was

used and windows opened in the oxide layer for the drain and

emitter contact enhancement diffusion. (The emitter contact

enhancement diffusion increases the surface concentration of

the emitter contact region ensuring that an ohmic contact is

formed to the emitter.) A phosphorous predeposition followed

using PH3 as the dopant source (20 min •• 950°C). The dopant

glass was removed with a diluted HF dip.

(d) Figure 3.7d. The existing oxide over the gate was

removed using the negative photoresist procedure and the

wafers were cleaned. Preceding the gate oxidation. the

oxidation furnace tube was also cleaned with a TCA clean cycle

in which 1% TCA in a dry 02 ambient is introduced into the

tube for 3 hr. at 1100°C. (Chlorine "cleans" the furnace tube

of sodium and other metallic contaminants by reacting with

these impurities to form volatile metallic chlorides [14].)
o

(e) Figure 3.7e. The approximately 1200 A thick gate

oxide was grown in a 1% TCA in dry 02 ambient (100 min••
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1000°C). (The introduction of chlorine containing substances

(such as TCA or HC1) into the oxidizing ambient yields oxides

with substantially reduced mobile ion concentrations. Also

observed was a significant increase in the oxide integrity.

The improved oxide characteristics included a decrease in the

number of premature oxide failures, the defect density, and

the statistic variation of the oxide breakdown field [18].) A

30 min. N2 anneal followed the gate oxidation to reduce the

magnitude of the fixed positive oxide charge density [11].

The negative photoresist procedure was then used to define

contact windows in the oxide layer. The photoresist was then

removed and the wafers cleaned.

(f) Figure 3.7f. Aluminum (containing 97% 6-9 aluminum

and 3% silicon) was evaporated from a tungsten filament onto

the substrates at 1 X 10-6 torr. A standard positive

photoresist procedure was used to pattern the metal. The

wafers were sintered in a 3% H2, 97% N2 ambient for 30 min.

at 450°C to reduce the surface state density [19].

Photomicrographs of completed large rectangular, triangular,

quadratic, cubic, and small rectangular gated MOSBJTs are shown in

Fig. 3.8. Figure 3.9 is a photograph of completed MOSBJTs with

different gate geometries which were fabricated simultaneously on the

same substrate. The electrical characteristics of these fabricated

MOSBJTs will be presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
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(a)

Cb)

Figure 3.8 Photomic~ographs of a MOSBJT with (a) a l~rge rectangular
~ate, (D) a triangular gate, (c) a quadratic shaped gate,
ld) a cubic shaped gate, and (e) a small rectangular gate.
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(c)

Figure 3.8 cont.

(d)

Photomicrograph of a MOSBJT with (a) a large
rectangular gate, (b) a triangular gate, (c) a
quadratic shaped gate, (d) a cubic shaped gate,
and (e) a small rectangular gate.
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Figure 3.8 cant.
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t··.~.. f

ee)

Photomicrographs of a MOSBJT with (a) a large
rectangular gate, (b) a triangular gate, (c) a
quadratic shaped gate, (d) a cubic shaped gate,
and (e) a small rectangular gate.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The device characteristics for the large rectangular,

triangular, quadratic, cubic, and small rectangular gated MOSBJTs are

presented and analyzed in this chapter. Capacitance versus voltage

(C-V) characteristics for the MOS portion of the MOSBJT ;s presented

(Sec. 4.1). The operation of the MOSBJT as a current controlled

current source and as a voltage controlled current source are

characterized and discussed in Sees. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The

discussion of the MOSBJT electrical characteristics presented in this

chapter is limited to a qualitative analysis. Chapters 5 and 6

contain the theoretical and numerical analysis of the MOSBJT.

4.1 MOS Threshold Voltage of the MOSBJT

The C-V characteristics for the LR device were obtained using

the test equipment arrangement and bias configuration shown in Fig.

4.1. An HP 4274A Multi-Frequency LCR Meter was used for the

capacitance measurements versus voltage bias. The bias was applied

with a programmable D.C. voltage source. An 0.05 volt peak to peak,

100 KHz. A.C measuring signal was employed in the capacitance

measurements. The typical C-V characteristics of an LR MOSBJT are

shown in Fig. 4.2. The characteristics revealed an MOS threshold

voltage (VTH) of approximately 0.5 volts and a flat-band voltage

(VFB) of approximately - 1.5 volts.
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of the test set-up for the capacitance versus
voltage measurements.
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4.2 The MOSBJT ~ ~ Current Controlled Current Source

Both the gate terminal and the base terminal constitute control

terminals for the MOSBJT. Both can be used to affect the MOSBJT's

electrical characteristics. In this section the base current

controlled operation of the MOSBJT is examined by characterizing the

MOSBJT as a current controlled current source in which the drain

current 10 is dependent on the base current lB.

The bias arrangement for the electrical characterization of the

MOSBJT is shown in Fig. 4.3. An HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter

Analyzer (SPA) was utilized to perform current and voltage

measurements. The SPA can take accurate discrete data measurements

which can then be transferred to an HP 9836 computer for storage on

flexible discs later to be recalled for analysis and to be plotted in

various model descriptive formats.

Typical 10 versus VOE (drain voltage with respect to the

substrate/emitter) characteristics for the LR MOSBJT with applied

gate voltages VGE of -10, 0, +10, and +20 volts are shown in Figs.

4.4a, 4.4b, 4.4c, and 4.4d, respectively. In Figs. 4.4a (VGE = -10

volts) and 4.4b (VGE = 0 volts), the MOS structure is biased into

accumulation and depletion, respectively. Under these conditions an

inversion-layer is not present to function as the collector. A

characteristic of this "off" operating mode is a drain current of

small magnitude originating from the parasitic BJT drain contact is

observed (see Sec. 2.3). The slight reduction of the overall drain

current characteristics for VGE = 0 (Fig. 4.4b) compared to that of
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VGE = -10 (Fig. 4.4a) results from a variation of the different

surface recombination velocity contributions (see Sec. 4.3).

When VGE is much greater than VTH, such as for the

characteristics shown in Figs. 4.3c and 4.3d, VGE is +10 V and +20 V,

respectively the surface under the gate is strongly inverted and a

conducting "collector" channel is formed across the MOSBJT. The a. c,

current gain

(4.1)

is obtained from the characteristics shown in Fig. 4.3 (10 versus

VOE) in the usual way. In both Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d the onset of

device cut-off (Sec. 2.3) is observed via the reduction in B'MOSBJT

for the higher values of lB. The observed increase in value of the

drain current required to cause the onset of device cut-off for

VGE = 20 volts (Fig. 4.4d) compared with the value for VGE = 10 volts

(Fig. 4.4c) is due to the related decrease in inversion layer

resistivity. That is, a greater inversion layer current (10) is

necessary to achieve the required inversion layer voltage drop for

device cut-off to occur.

The effect of low level base current bias on the MOSBJT 10

versus VOE characteristics is shown in Fig. 4.5. Compared with the

characteristics shown in Fig. 4.4d the base current steps are reduced

from 50 uA (in Fig. 4.4d) to 5 ~A (in Fig. 4.5). The BJT-like

characteristics present in Fig. 4.5 results from the absence of

device cut-off at these low levels of base bias.
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An overview of the operation of a MOSBJT as a current controlled

current source is obtained by plotting 10 versus IB for a fixed value

of VOE and for various gate voltages. Oata taken from the LR, T, Q,

C, and SR MOSBJTs fabricated on the same substrate are shown in Figs.

4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, respectively.

At low base current bias and VGE > VTH (-0.5 V) the MOSBJT's 10
versus IB characteristics for the LR, T, Q, and C devices are

similar. At low base current bias the entire MOSBJT is active.

Since the LR, T, Q, and C MOSBJTs have approximately equal gate

areas, these devices have approximately equal active areas which

results in similar device characteristics. Similarly, the SR device,

having a smaller gate area than the other geometries also has reduced

drain current characteristics.

The similarity between the 10 versus IB characteristics for VGE
= 0 volts for the T, Q, C, and SR devices results from the MOS

structure being biased into depletion. Since the inversion layer is

not present, the MOSSJT's electrical characteristics are dependent on

the drain contact operating as a parasitic collector. The

similarities of the device characteristics can be attributed to the

identical drain contact areas for these devices.

The 10 versus IS characteristics for a constant VGE, VGE > VTH,
and at low base bias are linear (BJT-like) and independent of gate

voltage. But, as IB is increased a deviation from this linear

dependence occurs. The knee or break-point in the 10 versus IS locus

represents the onset of device cut-off. Two values of interest at

this operating point are the drain current at the onset of device
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cut-off (I ooe) and the base current at the onset of device cut-off

(IBOe)' which are listed in Table 4.1 and plotted in Figs. 4.11 and

4.12, respectively.

The strong dependence of Iooe on gate voltage and geometry is a

result of the relationship between the inversion layer voltage drop

and the formation of the cut-off region. The gate voltage affects

the inversion layer voltage drop by controlling the inversion layer

resistivity. As the gate voltage increases, the inversion layer

resistance decreases and more drain current is required for cut-off

to occur, thus I ooe increases.

The geometry dependence of Iooe arises from the gate geometry's

effect on the inversion layer resistance and current distribution.

Since the inversion layer resistance for a given gate voltage is

dependent on the width of the gate, the MOSBJT gate geometries in the

order of increasing gate resistance are: large rectangular,

triangular, quadratic, cubic, and small rectangular.

Another important factor determining the inversion layer voltage

drop is the inversion layer current distribution. In the normal

forward active mode of operation of the MOSBJT the homogeneous

collection of carriers by the inversion layer causes a non-uniform

inversion layer current distribution. Assuming that minority

carriers are homogeneously injected into the base and diffuse

one-dimensionally to the inversion layer, a gate geometry such as the

cubic geometry results in a substantial fraction of 10 being

collected furthest from the drain. This current must flow across

most of the cubic gated MOSBJT's resistive inversion layer to exit
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TABLE 4. 1

DRAIN CURRENT (IOOC) AND BASE CURRENT (I BOC)
AT THE ONSET OF DEVICE CUT-OFF AS A

FUNCTION OF APPLIED GATE VOLTAGE

GEOMETRY IBoe (A) IDoe (A)

Large Rectangular

VGE = 1 V 2.0 X10-7 8.7 X 10-7

VGE = 3 V 7.0 X10-6 2.8 X 10-5

VGE = 5 V 2.1 X10-5 9.4 X10-5

VGE = 10 V 9.0 X10-5 4.2 X10-4

VGE = 15 V 2.0 X10-4 9.4 X10-4

VGE = 20 V 4.0 X10-4 1.7 X10-3

Small Rectangular

VGE = 1 V
VGE = 3 V
VGE = 5 V

VGE = 10 V

VGE = 15 V
VGE = 20 V

Triangular

VGE = 1 V
VGE = 3 V
VGE = 5 V

3.0 X 10-7

4.0 X 10-6

1.0 X 10-5

4.0 X10-5

8.0 X 10-5

1.1 X 10-4

1.3 X 10-7

2.6 X 10-6

7.7 X 10-6
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2.4 X 10-7

5.0 X 10-6

1.4 X 10-5

6.6 X10-5

1.4 X 10-4

2.0 X 10-4

4.0 X10-7

1.2 X10-5

4.2 X 10-5
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TABLE 4.1 cont.

DRAIN CURRENT (I OOC) AND BASE CURRENT (I BOC)
AT THE ONSET OF DEVICE CUT-OFF AS A

FUNCTION OF APPLIED GATE VOLTAGE

GEOMETRY IBOC (A) IOOC (A)

Triangular cont.

VGE = 10 V 2.0 X 10-5 1.3 X 10-4

VGE = 15 V 6.0 X 10-5 4.0 X 10-4

VGE = 20 V 1.0 X 10-4 6.6 X 10-4

Quadratic

VGE = 1 V 1.2 X 10-7 2.4 X 10-7

VGE = 3 V 2.1 X 10-6 6.0 X 10-6

VGE = 5 V 6.6 X 10-6 2.2 X 10-5

VGE = 10 V 2.3 X 10-5 8.7 X 10-5

VGE = 15 V 5.2 X 10-5 2.0 X 10-4

VGE = 20 V 8.1 X 10-5 3.2 X 10-4

Cubic

VGE = 1 V 1.3 X 10-7 2.6 X 10-7

VGE = 3 V 1.3 X10-6 4.5 X10-6

VGE = 5 V 3.8 X 10-6 1.5 X 10-5

VGE = 10 V 1.3 X 10-5 6.3 X10-5

VGE = 15 V 3.0 X 10-5 1.6 X 10-4

VGE = 20 V 4.9 X 10-5 2.6 X 10-4
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the drain causing a significant inversion layer voltage drop.

Therefore device cut-off for the cubic geometry at a given gate bias

occurs at a low value of 10• Thus the device geometries in order of

increasing magnitude of IOOC are: cubic. quadratic. triangular.

small rectangular. and large rectangular.

At the onset of device cut-off the entire device will be active

and 100C = IBOC multiplied by the current gain of the fully active

MOSBJT. Since IOOC is proportional to IBOC' IBOC has the same gate

geometry and gate voltage dependence as IOOC and will not be

discussed further.

Effect of Inversion-Layer Pinch-Off Qrr the MOSBJT Electrical

Characteristics

Device cut-off occurs when the inversion-layer voltage is

sufficiently reduced such that the inversion layer no longer

functions as a "collector". Since the inversion layer is biased with

the drain contact, the drain voltage affects the bias at which device

cut-off occurs. The occurrence of pinch-off limits the maximum

voltage that can be applied to the drain edge of the inversion layer.

This limits the control VOE has on shifting the bias necessary for

device cut-off to occur.

The occurrence of pinch off is evident in the LR MOSBJT's 10
versus IB characteristics (Fig. 4.13) for VGE = 5 volts and VOE in

steps of 1 volt from a to 5 volts as the saturation of the 10 versus

IS characteristics when VDE exceeds 2 volts. This implies that VDPO
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is approximately equal to 2 volts which is close to the theoretical

estimate of VOPO' VGE - VTH, which equals 4.5 volts.

A.C. Current Gain of the MOSBJT

The MOSBJT's A.C. current gain 6'MOSBJT (given by Eq. 4.1) was

obtained by numerically determining the slope of the 10 versus IB
characteristic~ and is shown as a function of IB in Figs. 4.14 

4.18. Evident in these figures is the pronounced reduction of

6'MOSBJT which occurs as the cut-off region forms and expands. The

noticeable, geometry independent, and non-ideal "hump" in the

6'MOSBJT versus IB characteristics will later be discussed during the

analysis of additional MOSBJT electrical characteristics.

Insight into the internal behavior of a conventional BJT has

often been obtained by the characterization of the BJT as a voltage

controlled current source. Since the MOSBJT operates in a manner

similar to a BJT a similar analysis can be applied to the MOSBJT.

This analysis is aided by the extraction of the MOSBJT's IB versus

VBE and 10 versus VBE characteristics for VOB = 0 V~

The MOSBJTs' IB versus VBE characteristics for varying gate bias

(Fig. 4.19) reveals that IB is slightly dependent on the VGE which

implies a weak dependence of IB on the degree of device cut off.

Since only two of the principle base current components for the

MOSBJT (Sec. 2.3) were not dependent on the extent of device cut-off,

one or both of these components (recombination in the emitter-base

space charge and reverse injection of holes into the emitter) are
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Figure 4.19 Typical IB - VBE characteristics for the a) large rectangular, b) triangular,
c) quadratic, d) cubic, and e) small rectangular MOSBJT. VDB=a v.
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regarded as being the dominant base current components for the

fabricated MOSBJTs.

The non-linear deviation of the IB versus VBE locus at high base

currents has been attributed to the effect of base resistance. The

associated voltage drop across the base resistance reduces the

internal base bias of the MOSBJT causing a decrease in lB' The solid

lines indicate the actual device characteristics and broken lines

show the "ideal" characteristics in which the effect of the base

resistance. r B has been subtracted from the experimental data. The

low value of r B for the fabricated MOSBJTs are consistent with the

anticipated low base resistance associated with the MOSBJT's wide

(-5 um) base.

Figure 4.20 shows the effect of base resistance being modeled by

representing the BJT as an "ideal" BJT with a resistor in series with

the base. The base node of the "ideal" BJT is labeled B' and the

bias on the emitter-base junction of the "ideal" BJT will be denoted

VB'E' This model and nomenclature will also be applied to the

MOSBJT.

The 10 versus VBE and IB versus VBE characteristics for the

MOSBJTs were obtained and adjusted with the values of rB extracted

from the IB versus VBE characteristics to yield the 10 versus VB'E

and IB versus VB'E dependences for the LR. T. Q. C. and SR MOSBJTs

shown in Figs. 4.21 - 4.25. respectively. The 10 versus VB'E

characteristics are shown for VGE = -10, 0, 10, and 20 volts.

Because of the similarity of the IB versus VB'E characteristics for

various gate voltages. only the curve for VGE = +10 volts is shown.
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Figure 4.21 Typical LR MOSBJT IB - VB'E and 10 - VB'E characteristic~

VDB = 0 V. and rB= 2.5 Q. Device No. 85-1-3,3.
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Figure 4.22 Typical T MOSBJT IB - VBIE and 10 - VBIE characteristics.
VOS = 0 V. and rB = 1.5 Q. Device No. 85-1-3,5.
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Figure 4.23 Typical Q MOSBJT IB - VBIE and 10 - VBIE characteristics.
VDB = a V. and rB= 3 Q. Device No. 85-1-1,6.
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Figure 4.24 Typical C MOSBJT IB - VBIE and In - VBIE characteristics.
Vna = 0 V. and rB = 2.5 n. Device No. 85-1-4,7.
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Figure 4.25 Typical SR MOSaJT Ia - ValE and 10 - ValE characteristics.
Voa = 0 V. and rB= 3.5 n. Oevice No. 85-1-2~4.
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The 10, IB versus VB'E characteristics gives insight into the

electrical behavior of the MOSBJT. The increase in the active device

area when the inversion layer forms is evident in the increase in

magnitude of 10 versus VB'E curves. A pronounced change in slope of

the 10 versus VB'E characteristics for VGE = +10 and +20 volts

indicates the onset of device cut off. The slight base current

enhancement which occurs when the MOSBJT is biased into cut-off could

result from the enhanced base recombination in the cut-off region

and/or the recombination in the forward biased collector-base

space-charge (Sec. 2.3).

Saturation of the 10 versus VB'E characteristics occurs as VB'E

is increased. Aside from the effect of base series resistance (which

has a negligible effect on the device characteristics of the

fabricated MOSBJTs) two other possible causes for the saturation of

the drain current characteristics are the onset of "high injection"

conditions, and drain series resistance [22]. Theoretically high

injection should not occur at the moderate levels of applied bias at

which drain current saturation occurs in the MOSBJT. Therefore. this

effect has been attributed to drain series resistance.

A measure of the 6'MOSBJT is graphically determined by the

separation of the 10 versus VB'E and IB versus VB'E curves. The

shift in the 10 versus VB'E curve (increasing 6'MOSBJT) as VGE is

increased results from the MOSBJT's drain current dependence on the

active device area. The difference in the slope of the 10 versus

VB'E and IB versus VB'E characteristics gives rise to a non-constant
,

6 MOSBJT versus VB'E characteristic. At low base current bias and
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VGE > VTH the operation of the MOSBJT resembles that of "a

conventional BJT. Under these conditions expressions for base and

collector" currents for a conventional BJT [20] can be applied to the

base current, IB and drain current. IO of the MOSBJT.

(4.2)

(4.3)

where IS(O) = the transistor saturation current

C2 = the normalized composite saturation current

associated with the non linear base current

components of a forward active biased MOSBJT

k = the Boltzman constant gate voltage reduction

T = temperature

nEL = the low current forward emission coefficient

The forward emission coefficient. nEL is an important experimentally

determined parameter that is often used in identifying the dominant

base current component associated with a BJT. At low base current

bias a significant fraction of the base current results from

recombination of minority carriers in the emitter-base space charge.

This component has a theoretical nEL value of 2. As the base bias is

increased. base current components such as recombination in the base

and the reverse injection of holes from the base into the emitter

dominates and nEL approaches 1.
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The experimental MOSBJT data reveals that nEL is weakly

dependent on VGE and is approximately equal to 1.2 over a broad

operati ng range. The nEL value of - 1.2 has been attri buted to the

combined effects of recombination in the emitter-base space charge

and reverse injection of minority carriers into the emitter which

could result from a poor quality epitaxial-layer/substrate

(base/emitter) interface. Since nEL is not equal to 1, S'MOSBJT is

not constant, but gradually increases as VBE increases. This effect

is partially responsible for the noticeable "hump" in the S'MOSBJT

versus IB characteristics (Figs. 4.14 - 4.18).

4.3 The MOSBJT ~ ~ Voltage Controlled Current Source

The dependence of the MOSBJT characteristics on the gate control

terminal will be discussed in this section. An HP 4145A

Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (SPA) was utilized to perform

current and voltage measurements. The data was transferred to a

HP 9836 computer for storage on flexible disks later to be recalled

for analysis and to be plotted. The bias arrangement and the terms

used for the terminal voltages and currents were previously defined

in Fig. 4.3.

The operation of the MOSBJT as a voltage controlled current

source is obtained by the analysis of 10 versus VGE plots taken at

fixed base current increments and a constant VOE bias. Typical

characteristics for the LR, T, Q, C, and SR MOSBJTs simultaneously

fabricated on the same substrate are shown in Figs. 4.26 - 4.30,

respectively.
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Figure 4.26 Typical lR MOSBJT 10 - VGE characteristics. The base currents are in
steps of 2 ~A from 0 to 20 ~A. VOE =10 V. Device No. 85-1-3,3.
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steps of 2 lJA from 0 to 20 lJA. VOE =10V. Device No. 85-1-3,5.
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The ID versus VGE characteristics for the MOSBJTs consists of

three operating regimes which occur at the following approximate gate

voltage ranges: a) VGE < 0, b) 0 < VGE < 3 volts, and c) VGE > 3

volts. When VGE < 0 volts the MOS structure of the MOSBJT is biased

into accumulation and the inversion layer is not present to function

as a "collector". The drain terminal current results from the drain

Gontact functioning as a parasitic collector. For a MOSBJT biased

into this operating regime. further increases in the negative gate

bias serves only to vary the degree of accumulation under the gate,

and will have little effect on the drain terminal current. Since a

measure of B'MOSBJT is given by the spacing of the 10 versus VGE
characteristics for fixed base current increments. a characteristic

of the MOSBJT operating in this mode is a low value of B'MOSBJT and

an insensitivity of B'MOSBJT to variations in VGE•

The application of large positive gate voltages to the MOSBJT,

results in the formation of a low resistivity inversion layer. Since

only a modest voltage drop occurs across the inversion layer, the

entire device will be active. Further increases of VGE, reduces the

inversion layer resistivity. This will have no effect on the active

device area and will have a negligible effect on 10• When the

MOSBJT is biased into this operating regime it has an increased

a'MOSBJT (compared with the VGE = 0 case), which is insensitive to

increases of VGE•

The application of a gate voltage between approximately 0 to 3

volts biases the MOSBJT into partial cut-off. Within this operating

regime the extent of device cut-off varies from completely cut-off
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(when VGE is approximately equal to 0 volts) to entirely active (at

VGE approximately equal to several volts). Since 10 is proportional

to the active device area, B'MOSBJT is small when most of the device

is inactive, and increases with increasing gate voltage (as more of

the device becomes active) until it reaches a maximum when the entire

device is active.

At approximately VGE = 0 volts a noticeable gate geometry

independent dip in the 10 versus VGE characteristics occurs. This

effect is attributed to a variation of the surface recombination

velocity which causes an increase in the magnitude of the surface

recombination component of the base current. A discussion of the

MOSBJT's base current component associated with surface recombination

will begin with a close examination of the MOS surface structure (a

field induced junction [FIJ]). Sketches of the band diagrams for an

FIJ in thermal equilibrium under a) accumulation, b) inversion, and

c) depletion (a condition of enhanced surface recombination) are

shown in Fig. 4.31. Recall from the C-V measurements for a typical

MOSBJT that VTH ~ 0.5 volts and VFB ~ -1.5 volts. Thus upon varying

the applied gate voltages in the range of a few negative volts to

approximately 1 volt, the Fermi level at the surface is swept through

the band gap.

Shockley, Hall, Read recombination theory [7] [8] predicts that

the electronic states at the center of the bandgap are the most

effective excess minority carrier recombination centers. But for

these electronic states to be effective recombination centers they

must not be occupied by minority carriers. In other words, an
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Figure 4.31 Band diagram of the MOS structure of the MOSBJT. The
MOS structure is shown biased into a) accumulation,
b) inversion, and c) depletion.
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Figure 4.31 cont. Band diagram of the MOS structure of the MOSBJT.
The MOS structure is shown biased into a) accumu
lation, b) inversion and c) depletion.
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enhancement of the surface recombination velocity (SRV) will occur if

a substantial number of the mid-gap electronic states are empty.

The MOS structure biased into accumulation is shown in

Fig. 4.31a. The position of the Fermi level (close to the valence

band) indicates that a great number of the mid-gap states will be

empty. Although these mid-gap states are effective recombination

centers, notice that the conduction band edge is increasing in energy

at the surface which indicating the presence of a surface electric

field. This field will repel minority carriers from the surface and

thus reduces the magnitude of the SRV.

For the MOS structure biased into inversion (Fig. 4.31b), the

conduction band at the surface is bent downward attracting electrons

to the surface. Since the Fermi level is located close to the

conduction band edge, the mid gap states are filled with electrons.

These filled states are therefore ineffective as recombination

centers and the magnitude of the SRV is reduced.

The MOS structure biased such that an enhancement of the SRV

occurs is shown in Fig. 4.31c. Besides having the Fermi level near

the center of the bandgap (and thus a significant fraction of the

mid-gap states are empty), the conduction band edge is bent downward

at the surface. The surface electric field will assist in

transporting minority carriers to the surface. An enhancement of the

SRV will occur causing an increase in base current and a resultant

reduction in S'MOSBJT.

The enhancement of the SRV of the MOS surface structure is

expected to occur from the onset of flat-band until the occurrence of
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weak inversion. Thus an enhancement of the base current requirements

for the MOSBJT is expected to occur for applied gate potentials

between VFB (-1.5 volt) and VTH (0.5 volt) which is in agreement with

the noticeable dip in the IO versus VGE characteristics which occurs

at -0 volts. (This effect was also evident in the MOSBJT IO versus

VOE characteristics for VGE = 0 volts (Fig. 4.4b) compared with the

VGE = -10 volts characteristics (Fig. 4.4a).

An operating point of interest for the MOSBJT is the bias at

which the onset of device cut off occurs. The drain current, IO and

the gate voltage, VGE at the onset of device cutoff is defined as

Iooe and VGOe' respectively. The values of Iooe and VGOe for the

various device geometries are listed in Table 4.2 and plotted in

Figs. 4.32 and 4.33.

The Iooe versus IB characteristics for the MOSBJTs (shown in

Fig. 4.32) are very linear and can be explained as follows: At the

onset of device cut-off the entire device will be active. Therefore

Iooe will be equal to IB multiplied by the current gain of the fully

active MOSBJT. Since the current gain for the fully active MOSBJT is

weakly dependent on I B, the Iooe versus IS characteristics are

linear. The geometry dependence of the slopes of the Iooe versus IB
characteristics results from a variation of the current gain for the

different device structures.

The strong dependence of VGOe on gate geometry (see Fig. 4.33)

results from the relationship between the inversion layer voltage

drop and the device operation of the MOSBJT. Recall from an earlier

discussion that cut-off occurs when a sufficient voltage drop occurs
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TABLE 4.2

GATE VOLTAGE (VGOC) AND DRAIN CURRENT (I DOC)
AT THE ONSET OF DEVICE CUT-DFF AS A

FUNCTION OF BASE CURRENT BIAS

GEOMETRY VGOC (V) IOOC (A)

Large Rectangular

18 = 2 ~A 1.8 8.0 X 10-6

18 = 4 ~A 2.4 1.7 X 10-5

18 = 8 ~A 3.2 3.7 X 10-5

18 = 12 ~A 3.8 5.7 X 10-5

18 = 16 ~A 4.4 7.7 X 10-5

18 = 20 ~A 4.8 9.7Xl0-5

Triangular

18 = 2 ~A 2.8 1.0 X 10-5

18 = 4 ~A 3.8 2.2 X 10-5

18 = 8 ~A 5.2 4.8 X 10-5

18 = 12 ~A 6.4 7.6 X 10-5

18 = 16 ~A 7.4 1.0 X 10-4

18 = 20 ~A 8.4 1.3 X 10-4

Quadratic

18 = 2 ~A 2.8 6.2 X 10-6

18 = 4 ~A 4.0 1.4 X 10-5

18 = 8 ~A 5.6 2.9 X 10-5
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TABLE 4.2 cont.

GATE VOLTAGE (VGOC) AND DRAIN CURRENT (I DOC)
AT THE ONSET OF DEVICE CUT-QFF AS A

FUNCTION OF BASE CURRENT BIAS

GEOMETRY VGOC (V) IDOe (A)

Quadratic cant.

IB = 12 lJA 6.8 4.6 X 10-5

IB = 16 lJA 8.0 6.3 X 10-5

IB = 20 lJA 8.9 7.9 X 10-5

Cubic

IB = 2 lJA 3.6 7.7 X 10-6

IB = 4 lJA 5.0 1.7 X 10-5

IB = 8 lJA 7.1 3.7 X 10-5

IB = 12 lJA 8.8 5.9 X 10-5

IB = 16 lJA
IB = 20 lJA

Sma 11 Rectangular

IB = 2 lJA 2.2 2.4 X 10-6

IB = 4 lJA 3.0 5.2 X 10-6

IB = 8 lJA 4. 1 1.1 X 10-5

IB = 12 lJA 5.0 1.8 X 10-5

IB = 16 lJA 5.7 2.4 X 10-5

IB = 20 lJA 6.4 3. 1 X 10-5
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across the inversion layer. Since the gate geometry affects the

inversion layer resistance and the current distribution along the

inversion layer. the inversion layer voltage drop is strongly

dependent on gate geometry. For a given drain current a gate

geometry such as the cubic geometry will have a greater inversion

layer voltage drop (and therefore a greater VGOC) than the large

rectangular geometry. Therefore, VGOC for a constant base current

bias will occur for the various device geometries in the following

order of increasing magnitude: large rectangular. small rectangular.

triangular. quadratic. and cubic.

A.C. Transconductance of the MOSBJT

For the MOSBJT a measure of the 10 dependence on gate voltage is

the a.c. transconductance. gm which can be defined as

(4.4)

The MOSBJT's g was obtained by numerically determining the slope ofm

the 10 versus VGE characteristics (shown in Figs. 4.26 - 4.30), and

is shown as a function of VGE for the LR, T, Q, C. and SR devices in

Figs. 4.34 - 4.38. respectively. Since VGE has little effect on 10

when the MOSBJT is entirely cut off or completely active, gm is small

in these operating regimes. When the MOSBJT is biased into partial

cut-off. 10 is strongly dependent on the active device area. Since

g is defined as a rate of change of 10 with respect to V~E' g canm y m
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be considered a measure of the rate of change of the active device

area with gate voltage.

MOSBJTs with very non-rectangular gate geometries, such as the

the cubic geometry will experience an initial rapid active area

reduction as the gate voltage is reduced. This effect results from

these gate geometries having a very resistive inversion layer

(compared with the rectangular geometries) and from the collection of

a significant fraction of the total drain current furthest from the

drain contact. After an initial rapid active area reduction, the

remaining active gate area is less sensitive to further VGE
reductions due to the greatly reduced active device area. Therefore

it is anticipated that for the gm versus VGE characteristics of the

non-rectangular gate geometries; the g , when approaching from the
m

large positive gate voltage direction is large at the onset of device

cut-off but gradually decreases as VGE approaches 0 volts. This is

consistent with the gm versus VGE characteristics observed for the

non-rectangular gate structures (Figs. 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37).

The rectangular gated MOSBJTs should undergo a some what uniform

decrease of active area with a reduction of gate voltage and

therefore is anticipated to have a fairly constant gm when operating

in the cut-off regime. This is in agreement with the gm versus VGE
characteristics for the large rectangular and small rectangular gated

MOSBJTs shown in Figs. 4.34 and 4.38, respectively.

The gate geometry and bias dependence of the active device area;

and its effect on the drain current, B'MOSBJT' and gm were

characterized and analyzed in this chapter. The electrical
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characteristics of the MOSBJT revealed that the base current is not

significantly dependent on the active device area and has a nEL value

of-l.2. It was therefore argued that the dominate base current

components for the fabricated MOSBJTs are associated with the

emitter-base junction; i.e•• recombination in the emitter-base space

charge and/or reverse injection into the emitter.

l~



CHAPTER 5

ANALYTICAL DEVICE MODEL

An analytical model for the MOSBJT will be discussed in this

chapter. Emphasis has been placed on the development of a model

yielding a tractable closed-form expression characterizing the

electrical behavior of the MOSBJT. The derivation of this model

parallels the approach taken in the distributed analysis of the

MOSFET presented by Muller &Kamins [6].

The mathematical complexity encountered in the development of

a general analytical model (see Sec. 5.1), results in the inability

to obtain a closed form solution for the general case. But in Sec.

5.2, after the introduction of several reasonable assumptions, the

complexity of the modeling problem is sufficiently reduced such that

a simplified closed-form solution to the electrical characteristics

of the rectangular MOSBJT is obtained. This simplified analytical

model is then used to generate theoretical current versus voltage

characteristics for the fabricated rectangular devices which are

compared with the experimental results in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 General Analytical Model

The qualitative discussion on the operation of the MOSBJT (see

Sec. 2.3) detailed the fundamental dependence of the device behavior

of the MOSBJT on the inversion layer voltage drop. Based upon this

understanding, the derivation of the analytical model proceeds as

follows: First, expressions for the incremental resistance of the
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inversion layer and the current profile along the inversion layer is

obtained. Next, these two expressions are utilized to solve for an

equation for the incremental channel voltage. This equation is

integrated across the active channel and simplified. yielding an

expression relating the drain terminal current 10 to the

drain-emitter voltage VOE' gate voltage VGE, base-emitter voltage

VBE, and the extent of device cut-off. Finally the bipolar junction

transistor properties of the MOSBJT is used to provide an expression

relating the base current, IB to VBE and the extent of device

cut-off.

A cross-section of an active biased MOSBJT is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Indicated here are the x and y coordinate directions, the channel

voltage VCH' and an inversion layer section of length dy. The

inversion layer section can be modeled as a homogeneously doped

n-type semiconductor slab (Fig. 5.2) of width W(y) and thickness

XCH(y). The resistance dR(y) of this semiconductor slab can be

expressed as

dy
dR(y) =

where n = the majority carrier concentration,

q = the electronic charge, and

~n = the electron mobility.
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Figure 5.1 Cross-section of the forward active biased MOSBJT. Indicated is a section
of the inversion layer of length dy.
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Figure 5.2 Diagram of a section of the MOSBJT's inversion layer
modeled as a homogeneously doped semiconductor slab
with width W(y), length dy, and thickness XCH(y).
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Current oriented in -y direction, I(y) flowing through the

semiconductor slab produces a voltage drop

dVCH = I(y) dR(y) =
I(y) dy

W(y) q ~n n XCH(y)
(5.2)

The term "q n XCH(y)" is the free carrier charge density of the

semiconductor slab. An expression for the free carrier charge

density for an MOS inversion layer, Qnl(y) is readily obtained From

conventional MOS theory [6]. With the application of the gradual

channel approximation (which states that the perpendicular electric

field within the MOS structure is much greater than the transverse

electric field) an expression for Q I(y) can be written asn

(5.3)

where VGE = the gate voltage with respect to (w.r.t.) the

emitter,

VTH(VCH) = the threshold voltage of the MOS structure w.r.t.

the emitter,

VCH = the channel voltage w.r.t the emitter,

CI

OX = ---.;.;.;..- is the capacitance per unit area

of the MOS structure,
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cox = the permittivity of silicon dioxide, and

Tax = the oxide thickness.

From conventional MaS theory [6] an expression for VTH(VCH) can be

written as

1
+ 

C'OX
(5.4)

where VFB = the flat band voltage,

Na = the substrate doping concentration,

Cs = the permittivity of silicon,

VBE = the bulk (base) potential w.r.t. the emitter,

k T
<P = - - ln (
p q n.

1

) is the surface potential,

k = the Boltzmann constant,

T = temperature, and

n; = intrinsic electron density.

Substituting the expression given by Eq. (5.3) for "q n XCH(y)",

Eq. (5.2) can be written as
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I(y) dy=------------------
W(y) ~n C'OX (VGE - VTH(VCH) - VCH)

After the separation of variables. Eq. (5.5) becomes

• (5.5)

I (y) dy

W(y)
(5.6)

Simplification of Eq. (5.6) can be achieved by the integration

of both sides of the equation with integrals taken across the active

inversion layer. Since the occurrence of pinch off (see Sec. 2.3)

affects the channel voltage at the drain edge of the active inversion

layer, Eq. (5.6) will be solved for two cases: linear operation and

pinch-off.

The transition between the two operating regimes for the MOSBJT

is dependent on the applied bias. When VOE ~ VOPO (the voltage

necessary for pinch off to occur) the MOSBJT is operating in pinch

off and when VOE < VOPO the device is biased into the linear

operating regime. From conventional MOS theory [6], the drain

voltage necessary for pinch off to occur, VOPO can be expressed as

x
2 C' 2

1 + OX (VGE - VFB - VBE ) - 1
E q Ns a
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Figure 5.3 is a cross-section of a MOSBJT biased into both

cut-off (in which a portion of the inversion layer is debiased and

no longer functions as a collector) and pinch-off (in which the

inversion layer at the drain is not present. The lengths, widths,

and voltages indicated in this figure are defined as follows:

L = the physical gate length.

L' = the distance from the drain to the far edge of the active

inversion layer.

Lse = the length of the drain space charge layer. When the

MOSBJT is biased into pinch-off (VGE ~ VOPO)

(VOE - VOPO) [6], otherwise

Lse = O.

Veo = the necessary channel voltage w.r.t. the emitter such that

the channel-base junction will no longer function as a

collector.

Na = the base doping concentration.

The limits of integration taken across the active inversion

layer for the MOSBJT biased into the linear operating regime

(VDE < VDPO) are from the drain edge of the active channel, where

y = a and VeH= VOE '
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Figure 5.3 Cross-section of a forward active biased MOSBJT operating
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to the active channel edge furthest from the drain where

y = L' and VCH = VCO •

For the MOSBJT biased into pinch off (VOE~ VOPO) the limits of

integration taken across the active inversion layer are from the

drain edge of the active channel, where

to the active channel edge furthest from the drain, where

y = L' and VCH = VCO •

The integration of both sides of Eq. (5.6) and the substitution

of the appropriate boundary conditions, transforms Eq. (5.6) into the

form shown in Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9).

For the MOSBJT biased into the linear regime (VOE < VOPO)

L' VCOI(y)
dy = -~ C'OX (VGE - VTH(VCH) - VCH) dVCHW(y)

a VOE (5.8)

and for the MOSBJT biased into pinch off (VOE~ VOPO)
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I(y)

W(y)
LSC

dy = - 11n

(5.9)

To perform the above integration requires an expression for the

inversion layer current I(y) which can be derived by examining the

nature of the minority carrier transport within the MOSBJT. A

cross-sectional view of a MOSBJT biased with a significant portion of

the device cut off is shown in Fig. 5.4. In the "active region"

(labeled region I) the inversion-layer base junction is sufficiently

reverse-biased to operate as an effective collector. The vertically

directed flux results from the assumption that one dimensional

transport occurs in this region.

Within the cut-off region sufficient voltage drop has occurred

along the inversion layer such that VCH = VCO and there is no net

collection by the inversion layer (see Sec. 2.3). The cut-off region

is subdivided into two sections. The section labeled "periphery

injection region" (region II) is the portion of the cut off region

from which the injected carriers may diffuse from and be collected by

the inversion-layer in the active region. Since the minority

carriers injected into the remainder of the cut-off region is not

collected by the active region. this region is referred to as the

"inactive region" (labeled region III).

The excess base minority carrier flux from the peripheral

injection region is assumed to be collected by the tip of the active

inversion layer. This approximation is a reasonable one for the
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devices fabricated in this dissertation and can be explained as

follows: Since the peripheral injection region is anticipated to be

on the order of a base minority carrier diffusion length l (-30 ~m),
n

and the gate lengths of the fabricated devices is approximately 400

l , the exact nature of the minority carrier flux in the peripheryn

injection region will have a small effect on the electrical

characteristics of the fabricated devices. The effect of the

previous approximation on the carrier flux from the periphery

injection region is shown in Fig. 5.4. labeled are the effective

base width XBEFF(y) for carriers injected into the region II. and the

distance from the drain to the edge of region II, LpI•

The current I(y) will be equal to the sum of the current

collected by the channel from y to the edge of the device (at y = l).

From conventional bipolar junction transistor theory [21] an

expression for the injected base minority carrier current density

which reaches the collector. JnC(XB(y» is given by

2

[lee
qVBE/kT XB(y)

+ ,1 XB(y)n. DB
JnC(XB(y) )

1 n ctnh= -1) cosh -
NaB LnB L Ln n

qVBE /kT
- (e (5. 10)

where NaB = the acceptor concentration in the base,

DnB = the electron diffusivity in the base.
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LnB = the electron diffusion length in the base, and

XB(y) = the base width.

An expression for the l(y) can now be written as

l(y) =

L' Lp1

JnC(XB(y» W(y) dy + JnC(XBEFF(y» W(y) dy (5.11)

where

y L'

To simplify the analytical device model such that a closed-form

expression for the electrical behavior of the MOSBJT can be obtained

requires that the effect of the parasitic collector (the drain

contact) be neglected. This approximation has a small effect when

the entire channel is active (arising from the relatively small drain

contact area compared to the active device area). But as the active

device area decreases, neglecting the parasitic collector will

significantly affect the accuracy of the device model.

Neglecting the parasitic collector current, the MOSBJT's drain

current 10 is equal to l(y) (given by Eq. [5.11]) for y = 0 and 10
can be written as

L'

o

Lp1

JnC(XBEFF(y» W(y) dy (5.12)

L'
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After substitution of Eq. (5.12) into Eq. (5.11) and rearrangement of

terms, Eq. (5.11) becomes

I(y) = 10 - JnC(XB(y» W(y) dy

o
(5.13)

Substituting Eq. (5.13) into Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9); and simplification

yields expressions for 10 in terms of VGE, VOE' VBE, and the degree

of device cut-off which is dependent on L'.

The final step in this derivation is to obtain an expression

relating the extent of device cut off (L') to base current. First it

will assumed that the base current for the MOSBJT results from the

two dominant base current mechanisms for conventional BJTs. These

are the injection of holes into the emitter and base minority carrier

recombination. From conventional BJT theory [21] Eqs. (5.14) and

(5.15) are obtained for the base current density components resulting

from holes injected into the emitter JpE and minority carrier

recombination in the base JRB, respectively.

(5.14)

where OpE = the hole diffusivity in the emitter,

NdE = the donor concentration in the emitter, and

LpE = the hole diffusion length in the emitter.
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XB(y) 2

f
qVBE/kT

JRB(X B) ( 1 - sech ) (
ni DnB -1)= e

LnB NaB LnB

X ctnh
XB(y)

+ csch XB(Y) ] ) (5.15)
LnB LnB

where DnB = the electron diffusivity in the base.

NaB = the acceptor concentration in the base. and

LnB = the electron diffusion length in the base.

A cross-sectional view of a MOSBJT operating in cut-off is shown

with various base current components indicated in Fig. 5.5. The

total base current (IB) is the sum of the base current requirements

for each region.

The regional base currents can be expressed by the following

equations.

(5.16)

dy +

L'

JRB(XB(y») W(y) dy

o
(5.17)

r:
IBn =JJ pE W(y) dy

L'

W(y) dy (5.18)
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L L

JRB( XB(y» W(y) dy (5.19)

LpI

The factor of two in the IBI I I component associated with base

minority carrier recombination can be explained as follows: Region

III which is biased into unique saturation has twice the minority

carrier concentration as the active region and therefore is estimated

to have twice the magnitude of base minority carrier recombination

per unit area.

Equations (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19) are substituted into Eq.

(5.16) and simplified yielding an expression for IB for the MOSBJT as

a function of VBE and the degree of channel cut-off L'. This

expression can then be used to simplify Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) into a

form where IO is a function of VGE, VOE' VBE, and L'.

Besides the complexity of the required integration of Eqs. (5.8)

and (5.9) (which does not easily yield a closed form solution)

another obstacle is that both VBE and L' cannot be eliminated 'during

the simplification of of Eq. (5.8) and (5.9) because another

independent equation is not readily available. Therefore the general

approach taken in this section fails to yield a closed form solution.

However, a general approach to the analytical modeling of the MOSBJT

has been outlined.
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5.2 Simplified Analytical Model

In the previous section the attempt to obtain a general closed

form solution to the current voltage characteristics for the MOSBJT

was hampered by the complexity of the required mathematics. In this

section additional simplifying assumptions are made and a simplified

closed-form expression of the current-voltage characteristics for

rectangular MOSBJTs is obtained.

A sketch of the base minority profile for the forward active

biased MOSBJT operating in cut-off is shown in Fig. 5.6a. Since the

peripheral injection region is anticipated to have a small

contribution to the device behavior of the fabricated MOSBJTs (Sec.

5.1), this region will be neglected. Therefore, the simplified

analytical model discussed in this section is based upon the

approximate base minority carrier profile shown in Fig. 5.6b.

The derivation of the simplified analytical model begins with

the integral expressions: Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.9), which were derived

in Sec. 5.1. and are included here for convenience but relabeled Eq.

(5.20) and Eq. (5.21).

For VOE < VOPO'

L'

o

I~)
.............

W(y)
dy = - ~

n

VCO
C'OX (VGE - VTH(VCH) - VCH) dVCH (5.20)

VOE
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Figure 5.6 Sketches of the base minority carrier profile for a
forward active biased MOSBJT biased into cut-off.
a) The expected base minority carrier profile and
b) A simplified model of the base minority carrier
profile.
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L'
I(y)
-dy =

W(y)
LSC

Equations (5.20) and (5.21) are further simplified by utilizing

the the following assumptions:

1. The minimum channel voltage for the FIJ (inversion-layer

base junction) to remain active is 0 volts. Veo = 0 V.

2. Only rectangular gated MOSBJT's will be modeled'.

W(y) = W.

3. The drain depletion length LSC is assumed to be

approximately equal to 0 (long channel approximation).

After these assumptions are made, Eq. (5.20) for the case VOE< VOPO
simplifies to

1

W
I(y) dy = - l.ln

o

C'ox (VGE - VTH(VCH) - VCH) dVCH (5.22)

VOE

and Eq. (5.21) for the case VOE ~ VOPO can be written as

n,
-2.-j -I(y) dy =

vJ
o
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The next step is to obtain an expression for 1(y). A cross

section of a MOSBJT biased into cut-off is shown in Fig. 5.7. The

arrows indicate the magnitude and direction of the base minority

carrier flux based on the assumption that homogeneous one-dimensional

transport occurs within the active base region. The channel current

flowing at a point Y is equal to the sum of the current injected into

the channel from Y to the edge of the active channel L'. By

neglecting the collection of current by the drain contact and the

peripheral injected current; it will be assumed that the carriers

collected in the active region is the sole source of the drain

current 10, 1(y) is then equal to a fraction of 10 which will be

dependent on the ratio of the active collector area from y to L' to

the total active collector area. Thus an expression for 1(y) can be

written as

1(y) = 1D

W(L' - y)

WL'
(5.24)

After substitution of Eq. (5.24) into Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23); and

integrating, Eq. (5.22) for the case where VOE < VOPO assumes the

form

2 L

L'
(5.25)
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where

The solution for the pinch-off case (VOE~ VOPO) is identical to

Eq. (5.25) except for the substitution of VOPO for VOE• In Eq.

(5.25) 10 is expressed as a function of the operating bias; VOE' VGE,

and the degree of device cut-off, L'. Although 10 is not directly

dependent on IS' an implied dependence on IS exists in L'. Equation

(5.25) is written into this particular form because the function

f(VOE'VGE) is identical to an expression for the drain current for a

conventional rectangular MOSFET [6] of similar dimensions and a

grounded source. An examination of Eq. 5.25 reveals that the drain

current required to bias the MOSBJT such that L = L' (the onset of

device cut-off) is twice the drain current which would flow in a

similarly biased conventional MOSFET of identical dimensions and a

grounded source.

A simple expression for IS in terms of L' is obtained after

making an assumption about the relative magnitudes of the base

current requirements of the active and cut-off regions. An
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expression relating the relative magnitudes of the base current

densities of the cut-off and active regions can be written as

(5.26)

where JBCO = the base current density of the cut-off region,

JBON = the base current density of the active region, and

k = a constant specifying the relative magnitudes of JBCO
and JBON•

The constant k will be dependent on the dominate base current

mechanisms of the active and cut-off regions. Several cases will be

discussed below: If base minority carrier recombination is the

dominant base current mechanism for the MOSBJT, the base current will

be dependent on the excess base minority carrier concentration.

Since there exists approximately twice the base minority carrier

concentration in the cut-off region compared with the active region

it is anticipated that twice the base current density for the cut-off

region will be twice that of the active region. Therefore k should

be appropriately set equal to 2.

If reverse injection into the emitter is the dominate base

current mechanism, the base current requirements of the cut-off and

active regions are similar, and k should equal 1. Finally, if the

additional base current mechanisms of the cut-off region, i.e.,

recombination in the FIJ and injection of electrons into the
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inversion layer were the dominant base current mechanisms, k should

be a large value.

The total base cu~rent IB is the sum of the base current

requirements of both the active and cut off regions.

IB = JBCO (L - L') W+ JBON L' W (5.27)

An expression for 10 can now be obtained after making an assumption

about the nature of the bipolar junction transistor properties of the

MOSBJT. When the MOSBJT is biased into cut off and the active device

area is reduced, it will be assumed that the current collected by the

active region will be proportional to the base current requirement of

the active region. 10 is equal to the current collected by the

active region and can be expressed as

(5.28)

where So = the current gain of the MOSBJT with the entire channel

active.

After substitution of Eq. (5.26) and Eq. (5.27), Eq. (5.28) becomes

(5.29)
k L

- (k - 1)

l~'



Following the substitution of Eq. (5.29), Eq. (5.25) can be written

as

k - 1

k
(5.30)

+
2 So IB

k

Although Eq. (5.30) is valid only for the MOSBJT biased into cut off

(0 < L' < L), when the entire device is active the MOSBJT will behave

like a conventional BJT and

10 = So IB • (5.31)

In this section many reasonable approximations and assumptions

were made such that a closed form solution to the current-voltage

characteristics of the rectangular MOSBJT could be obtained.

Approximations such as the "long channel" approximation (LSC :::: 0) and

neglecting the peripheral injection region (LpI - L' = 0) are

reasonable considering the dimensions of the fabricated MOSBJTs.

Major limitations to the simplified analytical model introduced

during the simplification of the modeling were to neglect the effects

of the parasitic drain contact, imposing the constraint that ideal

BJT behavior occurs in the active device region, and the restriction

of the model to rectangular gated MOSBJTs.
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5.3 Comparison of the Simplified Analytical Model Results With the

Experimental Data

The derivation of a closed form analytical model for rectangular

gated MOSBJTs was presented in Sec. 5.2. Resulting from the many

approximations made during the course of the derivation such that a

closed form expression for the electrical characteristics of the

MOSBJT could be achieved, the accuracy of the model was compromised.

Therefore, the analytical model is not anticipated to perfectly match

the theoretical data. In this section results from the theoretical

analysis will be plotted with the experimental data.

A closed form solution of the MOSBJT's drain current as a

function of the applied biases (Eq. 5.30) was derived in Sec. 5.2.

Equation (5.30) is included here again for convenience but is

relabeled Eq. (5.32).

k - 1

k

+
k

where

2 I 3/2-31 2 8 S q Na [ (2i<l>pl + VOE - VBE )
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The value of k, which is the ratio of the base current

requirements per unit area of the cut off region to that of the the

active region, is dependent on the dominant base current mechanism of

the fabricated MOSBJTs. The experimental device characteristics

(discussed in Chapter 4) revealed that the dominate base current

components were associated with the emitter-base juncticn. Since

these base current components have little dependence on the degree of

device cut-off, k will appropriately be set equal to 1 and Eq. (5.32)

simplifies to

(5.33)

Listed in Table 5.1 are the typical device parameters which will

be substituted into Eq. 5.33 to model the rectangular gated MOSBJTs.

The device parameters were determined as follows: The length, Land

width, Wwere taken as the designed lengths. The doping

concentration N was determined from the epitaxy layer specificationsa

of the substrates and verified with four-point probe measurements.

The oxide thickness TOX was calculated from the oxidation process and

verified with an oxide color chart. The surface mobilit~ ~n was

estimated as one half the bulk electron mobility [6]. The flat-band

voltage VFB was extracted from the typical C-V curve shown in Fig.

4.2. Finally, the current gain of the MOSBJT with the entire channel
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active, 80 was extracted from the experimental device characteristics

shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.14.

Typical experimental device characteristics for the rectangular

MOSBJT's presented in Figs. 4.5, 4.9, 4.21, and 4.25 will be

presented besides the theoretical characteristics calculated with Eq.

5.33 utilizing the parameters listed in Table 5.1. IO is plotted as

a function of VGE at fixed IB increments for the small rectangular

and large rectangular gated MOSBJTs in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9,

respectively. In Figures 5.10 and 5.11, ID is plotted as a function

of IB at fixed gate voltages for the small rectangular and large

rectangular gated MOSBJTs; respectively.

Although numerous simplifying assumptions and approximations

were made in the formulation of a closed form expression

characterizing the electrical behavior of the MOSBJT, the analytical

model results are consistent with the qualitative understanding of

the operation of the MOSBJT and is in fair agreement with the

experimental characteristics. No further effort was expended to

improve upon the simplified analytical model because of the

simultaneous development of a more general and accurate model; the

numerical model, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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PARAMETER

TABLE 5.1

ANALYTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS

SMALL RECTANGULAR LARGE RECTANGULAR

L 12500 llm 12500 um

W 1000 um 3800 llm
0 0TOX 1200 A 1200 A

lln 550 em2jV-S 550 em2jV-S

VFB -1.5 V -1.5 V

BO 2 6

N 6 X 1015 em-3 6 X 1015 em-3a
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CHAPTER 6

MULTI-LUMP DEVICE MODEL

The analytical MOSBJT model presented in Chapter 5 yielded a

simplified closed-form solution to the electrical characteristics of

rectangular MOSBJTs. The simplifying assumptions required to achieve

a closed-form solution resulted in the restriction of the model to

rectangular gated devices. The multi-lump numerical MOSBJT model

described in this chapter is capable of modeling MOSBJTs of various

gate geometries with greater accuracy.

The chapter begins with a description of the multi-lump MOSBJT

model. Next. the device models used for the MOSFET and BJT circuit

elements of the MOSBJT model are presented. followed by a discussion

on the development of a iterative numerical solution for the

multi-lump model. The chapter concludes with a comparison of the

predicted device characteristics (generated with the multi-lump

model) to the experimental device characteristics.

6.1 Multi-Lump MOSBJT Model

The development of a one dimensional equivalent circuit

representation of the MOSBJT is revealed in Fig. 6.1. A

cross-section diagram of the MOSBJT biased such that the entire

device is active is shown in Fig. 6.1a and an equivalent circuit

model for the MOSBJT is shown in Fig. 6.1b. The MOSBJT circuit model

is obtained by first dividing the MOSBJT's inversion layer lengthwise

into many equal sections. Then the distributed bipolar injection
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into the inversion layer is modeled by representing each section by a

pair of interconnected MOSFETs and a n-p-n BJT. Finally, the

parasitic collection by the drain contact is modeled with the n-p-n

BJT located at the drain.

An analysis of the experimental MOSBJT characteristics (see

Chapter 4), revealed that the base series and spreading resistances

for the fabricated MOSBJTs are small due to the MOSBJT's wide base.

Therefore to simplify modeling the MOSBJT, the base contact

resistance and internal distributed base resistance will be

neglected. As a consequence, VBE is assumed to be constant

throughout the device and equal to the bias applied to the

base-emitter terminals.

Modeling the Cut-Dff Region

A cross-sectional diagram of a MOSBJT biased into cut-off and a

configuration of the multi-lump model used to simulate this mode of

operation is shown in Fig. 6.2. This circuit configuration accounts

for the inactive region and the peripheral injection from the cut-off·

region into the active region. Since the inactive region does not

contribute to the drain terminal current, the collector of the BJTs

modeling the inactive region are not connected to the drain. The

voltage at the collectors of the BJTs modeling the inactive regian is

assumed to be VCO' the voltage at which unique saturation occurs.

A one-dimensional model which ignores the periphery injection

region will probably yield satisfactory results for the large devices

fabricated. This results from the periphery injection region being
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relatively narrow (on the order of a minority carrier diffusion

length, L ) compared with the gate length (~400 L). But to improve
n n

upon the accuracy of a one-dimensional model, the peripheral injected

current's effect on the MOSBJT device characteristics was taken into

account.

Major modifications to the one-dimensional device model are

required to accurately account for the two-dimensional nature of

peripheral injection. The device model was modified after

simplifying approximations regarding the peripheral injection region

were made. First, it was assumed that minority carriers injected

into the peripheral injection region are collected by the edge of the

active channel. The operation of the edge of the active region as an

effective collector for the peripheral injected current requires that

the field induced junction (FIJ) at this location be sufficiently

reverse-biased. Therefore the minimum channel voltage for the

channel to remain active (VCHMIN) was assumed to be VBE, which

results in a bias on the FIJ at the edge of the active channel of 0

volts.

Further simplification in modeling the periphery injection

region was achieved with the introduction of the following

assumptions: Since Ln is the average distance the minority carriers

diffuse before they recombine, it will be assumed that the peripheral

injection region is L long. It will also be assumed that the
n

magnitude of the peripheral current collected by the active channel

edge will be equal to the total current that would be collected in

the periphery injection region if the channel was active. (If this
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approximation inaccurately estimates the peripheral injected

current's effect on the device operation, adjustments can be made to

both the length of the periphery injection region and the channel

voltage at the edge of the active region, VCHMIN.)

Modeling Channel Pinch Off

Pinch off (see Sec. 2.3) occurs when VOE' the applied drain

voltage of the MOSBJT exceeds VOPO' the drain voltage at the onset of

pinch off (Eq. [5.7]). Since the drain voltage in excess of VOPO is

dropped across the space charge layer at the drain, the occurrence of

pinch off limits the voltage at the drain edge of the active

inversion layer. This effect will be modeled by the substitution of

VOPO for VOE whenever VOE > VOPO' The effect of channel length

shortening, caused by the formation and expansion of the drain space

charge layer will be ignored. This is a reasonable approximation

considering that the space charge layer is very short compared with

the channel length.

6.2 MOSFET Device Model

In the MOSBJT multi-lump device model, the n-channel MOSFETs are

modeled with a distributed MOSFET model [6]. The drain current of

the MOSFET, 10Mis given by

I r (VOEM\ (VSEM\ ]C'OX VGEM- VFBM- 21·4> I - - - -l p 2/\21
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(6.1)

where WM= the width of the MOSFET channel,

LM= the length of the MOSFET channel,

VOEM= the drain voltage w.r.t. the emitter,

VSEM= the source voltage w.r.t. the emitter,

VGEM= the gate voltge w.r.t. the emitter,

VBEM= the bulk (base) potential w.r.t. the emitter, and

~n' C'OX' ~p' ES' VFB are as defined for the MOSBJT.

The length, LMand width, WMof the MOSFETs used to model the

MOSFET circuit elements in the MOSBJT multi-lump model can be

determined from the MOSBJT gate geometry. Since two interconnected

MOSFETs model each section of the multi-lump device model, LMof the

MOSFETs will be equal to one half the length of the section. For a

device model with N sections, LMwill be equal to the total channel

length L divided by 2N. The width, WMof the MOSFET circuit elements

for the rectangular gated MOSBJTs will be equal to the width of the

MOSBJT channel, W.

The non-rectangular gated MOSBJTs will be modeled using

rectangular MOSFET circuit elements. A section of a triangular gated

MOSBJT in which the gate geometries of the rectangular MOSFETs used

to model this section are outlined in broken lines in Fig. 6.3.
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These MOSFETs have a channel width, WMequal to the channel width,

W(y) of the MOSBJT at the locations corresponding to the midpoints of

the individual MOSFETs.

6.3 Bipolar Junction Transistor Device Model

The BJT circuit elements in the MOSBJT multi-lump device model

is modeled with a modified Ebers-Moll BJT model [22] referred to as

the EM3 model [20]. A schematic diagram of the EM3 BJT model is

shown in Fig. 6.4. Expressions for the collector current, Ie the

base current, IB and the nomenclature associated with the EM3 device

model are presented below:

where IS(O) = the transistor saturation current,

BFM = the transistor current gain when the device is
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in the mid current regime in which a is

approximately constant,

nEl = the low current forward emission coefficient,

BRM = the reverse mid current gain for the transistor,

nCl = the low current reverse emission coefficient,

C2 = the normalized composite saturation current

associated with the non linear base current

components for a forward active biased BJT, and

C4 = the normalized composite saturation current

associated with the non-linear base current

components for the reverse active BJT at low

bias.

A simplified form of the EM3 model may be used to model the BJT

circuit elements of the multi-lump MOSBJT model. Since the dominate

base current components for the fabricated MOSBJTs are associated

with the emitter-base junction (see Chapter 4), the expression for

the base current of the BJT circuit elements (Eq. [6.3]) can be

simplified. After eliminating the two base current components

dependent on the collector-base bias, an expression for 1B can be

written as

(6.4)
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The EM3 BJT model is valid for the forward active, reverse

active, "off", and saturation operating modes. Since the BJT circuit

elements modeling the MOSBJT does not operate in all of these modes,

a simplified expression for IC can be obtained once the required

operating modes are determined. The BJT circuit elements modeling

the active and peripheral injection regions are always biased into

the forward active operating regime, and therefore this operating

mode must be modeled. The BJTs moaeling the inactive region need not

be modeled because although biased into unique saturation, these BJTs

do not contribute to the drain terminal current. Therefore the

collector current IC for the BJT circuit elements can be expressed as

(6.5)

The simplified EM3 device model for the BJT circuit elements is shown

in Fig. 6.5.

Parameter Extraction for the Bipolar Junction Transistor Circuit
Elements

The modeling parameters for the EM3 BJT model can be extracted

from the BJT's In(I C) versus qVBE/kT and In(I B) versus qVBE/kT

characteristics obtained for VBC = O. Typical BJT characteristics

and a graphical procedure for the extraction of the parameters for

the EM3 BJT device model are shown in Fig. 6.6. Utilizing a

variation of this procedure, the EM3 parameters for the BJT circuit
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elements modeling the inversion layer and the parasitic BJT can be

extracted from the MOSBJT device characteristics.

The application of a sufficiently negative gate voltage biases

the MOS structure of the MOSBJT into accumulation. The inversion

layer is not present to function as a collector and the device

characteristics of the MOSBJT results from a parasitic transistor

consisting of the drain contact. The typical 10 versus VBE
characteristics for the LR MOSBJT with VGE = -10 V and a procedure

for the graphical extraction of ISp(O), the saturation current

associated with the parasitic BJT are shown in Fig. 6.7. (The

non-linearity at high bias is due to collector series resistance

which was discussed in Chapter 4.) An expression for the collector

current of the parasitic transistor, Ipar can be written as

I par (6.6)

When the MOS structure of the MOSBJT is biased into inversion,

the MOSBJT's electrical characteristics results from both the drain

and the inversion layer functioning as a "collector". The BJT

characteristics of the inversion layer can be separated from the

characteristics of the parasitic BJT by subtracting the MOSBJT's ID

versus VBE characteristics for VGE = +20 (corresponding to strong

inversion) from the 10 versus VBE characteristics for VGE = -10 volts

(corresponding to accumulation). The typical 10 versus VBE
characteristics associat~d with the inversion layer for the LR MOSBJT

and a procedure for the graphical extraction of the saturation
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current ISCH(O) associated with the entire MOSBJT inversion layer

operating as a collector are shown in Fig. 6.8. The saturation

current per unit area ISCH'(O) is then given by

(6.7)

where ATOTAL is the tot~l channel area of the MOSBJT. The collector

current of the bipolar transistor modeling each section of the MOSBJT

circuit model can be expressed as

qVBE/kT

ICX = AX ISCH'(O) ( e - 1 ) ,

where ICX = the collector current for the Xth section, and

AX = the channel area of the Xth section.

(6.8)

The electrical characteristics of the MOSBJT reveals a

simplified modeling approach for the MOSBJT's base current

requirements. Typical 1n(IB) versus VBE characteristics for the

rectangular gated MOSBJT for VBD = 0 volts and VGE = -10, 0, 10, and

20 volts are shown in Fig. 6.9. Notice that the MOSBJT's base

current requirements are weak1Y,dependent on gate voltage. This

implies that IB is weakly dependent on the active device area.

Therefore the base current requirements for the MOSBJT will be

modeled with a single lumped element, not with a distributed network.
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The MOSBJT's base current characteristics has also revealed that

the non-linear low bias base current regime for a conventional BJT is

extended to almost the entire operating regime of the MOSBJT. The

dominate low-bias base current component for a conventional BJT

results from minority carrier recombination in the emitter-base space

charge. The extension of this operating regime over most of the

MOSBJT range of operation can be attributed to the combined effect of

a substantial emitter-base junction area and the presence of a large

amount of recombination centers within the emitter-base junction.

These minority carrier recombination centers could be defects

generated during the growth of the epitaxy/substrate (base/emitter)

interface. The large emitter-base junction area increases the volume

of the space charge region that the minority carriers must transverse

in order to reach the base. It also reduces the magnitude of the

emitter-base voltage bias necessary to cause significant drain

currents for the MOSBJT. This results in low bias operation of the

MOSBJT over most of its operating range of interest.

The base current requirements for the MOSBJT is approximated by

the low-bias non-linear base current component which occurs in

conventional BJTs and is expressed as

(6.9)

The EM3 parameters for the base current of the MOSBJT are easily

extracted from the MOSBJT characteristics using the graphical

procedures illustrated in Fig. 6.9.
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The graphical procedures for the extraction of the EM3 model

parameters for the BJT circuit elements were presented in this

section. But for greater accuracy the modeling parameters were

numerically determined from the experimental data. The multi-lump

model parameters for the BJT circuit elements are listed in Table

6.1.

6.4 Iterative Numerical Algorithm

After substitution of the BJT devices models. the multi-lump

MOSBJT model (Fig. 6.1b) reduces to the form shown in Fig. 6.10. The

nodes. voltages. and currents are defined as follows:

N = the number of sections in the device model.

x = the integer indicating the Xth section of the numerical

model.

Vx = the voltage at the source edge of the MOSFET located

in the Xth section furthest from the MOSBJT's drain

terminal.

*V X = the voltage at the drain edge of the MOSFET located in

the Xth section furthest from the MOSBJT's drain

terminal.

VX+1 = the voltage at the drain edge of the MOSFET located

in the Xth section closest to the MOSBJT's drain

terminal.

lex = the collector current of the BJT in the Xth section.

IX = the current flowing into the source of the MOSFET
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TABLE 6.1

MOSBJT MULTI-LUMP MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE
BJT CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

(EXTRACTED FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA)

GEOMETRY ISCH(O) ISp(O) "EL C2

LR 5.2 X 10-13 A 8.0 X 10-14 A 1.10 1.2

T 4.4 X 10-13 A 4.7 X 10-14 A 1.13 1.3

Q 5.4 X 10-13 A 3.6 X 10-14 A 1.15 1.7

C 5.1 X 10-13 A 3.0 X 10-14 A 1. 13 1.8

SR 1.3 X 10-13 A 6.8 X 10-14 A 1.12 6.0
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located in the Xth section furthest from the MOSBJT's

drain terminal.

IX+1 = the current flowing out of the drain of the MOSFET

located in the Xth section closest to the MOSBJT's

drain terminal.

I - the current contribution from the peripheral injectionperipheral -

region.

Ipar = the current contribution from the parasitic BJT (the

drain contact).

The drain and base terminal currents for the equivalent circuit

representation of the MOSBJT (Fig. 6.10) must now be determined for a

given applied bias (VGE, VBE, and VOE)' A simple approach is to

start at the drain where VN+1 = VOE and then calculate the node

voltages and currents, moving from node to node away from the drain.

This approach does not yield a solution because finding VN (the node

voltage between sections Nand N-1) requires that IN be known. IN is

dependent on the active area of the MOSBJT which in turn is dependent

on the node voltages. The interdependence of the node voltages and

currents makes it impossible to obtain a solution using the above

approach. Therefore an iterative numerical algorithm was developed

to solve for the terminal currents of the multi-lump MOSBJT model.

The computer algorithm outlined in Fig. 6.11, consists of 4

modules. The function of these modules, labeled A through 0, are as

follows:
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MODULE A

MODULE B

MODULE C

MODULE D

Define device geometry, material
constants, device bias, and the
transistor parameters. Calculate
intermediate parameters.

,

Determine extent of device cut-off.

Calculate ID and lB·

Output Data

Figure 6.11 Flow-chart of the iterative numerical algorithm used in
the multi-lump MOSBJT model.
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Module A: Definition of constants and calculation of parameters.

In module A, the MOSBJT device parameters are defined and values

for ~p' C'OX' VDPO' and VTH calculated. The geometry independent

modeling parameters are listed in Table 6.2.

Module B: Determine the extent of device cut-off.

In this module the degree of device cut off is determined for a

given device bias (VDE, VBE, and VGE). A flow chart of the algorithm

contained in Module B is shown in Fig. 6.12. To determine the extent

of device cut-off, first the minimum channel voltage for the channel

to be active, VCHMIN (which from an earlier approximation is assumed

to be VBE) is applied to the node furthest from the drain. Next the

node voltages and currents are calculated moving towards the drain.

To determine the node voltages and currents of the multi-lump

device model the following method was utilized. Starting at the node

furthest from the drain, V1 and 11 are equal to VCHMIN and

*Iperiphery' respectively. Using Eq. (6.1) V 1 can be determined and

using Eq. (6.1) ICX is found. By applying Kirchoff's current law an

expression for the current flowing out of the center node (12) can be

written as

(6. 10)

*Once V 1 and 12 are known, V2 is found using Eq. (6.1).

This process is repeated moving section by section. toward the

drain until the calculated voltage at the drain. VN+1 is found. Then
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TABLE 6.2

GEOMETRY INDEPENDENT MOSBJT MULTI-LUMP MODEL PARAMETERS

PARAMETER NOMENCLATURE VALUE

Base/Substrate Doping N 1. 5 X 1016 cm-3a

Oxide Thickness TOX 1.2 X 10-7 M

Electric Potential <Pp -0.358 V

Oxide Capacitance per Unit Area C'OX 2.88 X 10-4 F/M2

Flatband Voltage VFB -1.5 V

Electron Mobility lJn 550 cm2/S

Temperature T 300 0K

MOSBJT Channel Length L 1.25 X 10-3 M
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The Kt h section is
cut-off. ChecIt the

nex-:; sect1on.
(K· K + 1)

NO

Initialize Counter

(K - 1)

Set the voltage at the active node
furthest from the drain

equal to VCI'UN.

(VIt - VCIIUN)

Calculate IPeripheral

Determine ICIt' IIC+l' VIC+}

Sections 1 - (K-l) are cut-off.

Sections It - K are active.

NO Inc,...t Counter
(IC-K+l)

Figure 6.12 Flow-chart of the algorithm contained in Module Bused
to detenmine the extent of device cut-off.
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VN+1 is compared with the applied drain voltage VOE' If VN+l is

greater than VOE the implication is that the voltage applied to Vl

(VCHMIN) is too large and should be reduced. Since the voltage

applied to Vl is considered the minimum voltage for section 1 to be

active, section 1 must be biased into cut-off. VCHMIN is then

applied to V2, Iperiphery calculated, and the process continued until

VN+l is less than or equal t~ VDE at which time the extent of device

cut-off has been found.

MODULE C: Determine the drain and base terminal currents

Once the extent of device cut-off has been determined, 10 is

found by summing the total current collected by the inversion layer

(I N+l) and the current contribution from the parasitic collector (Eq.

[6.6]). The base current for the biased MOSBJT is then calculated

using Eq. (6.9).

MODULE 0: Output data

Finally in module 0, the calculated theoretical drain and base

currents along with the extent of device cut-off is available to be

printed or plotted.

6.5 Comparison of Theoretical Data Generated With the Multi-Lump

MOSBJT Model With Experimental Data

The MOSBJT device parameters associated with the BJT circuit

elements; ISp(O), ISCH(O), C2' and nEL were extracted from the

experimental data and are listed in Table 6.1. Although substitution
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of these model parameters into the multi-lump device model yielded

device characteristics in agreement with the experimental data,

slight adjustments were made to these parameters to improve the

agreement of the predicted and experimental characteristics. The

necessity of these adjustments did not result from weakness in the

modeling approach, but resulted from the parameter extraction

procedure. Since the parameters were extracted to model the MOSBJT

operation over a wide operating range of interest, the extracted

parameters are not optimized for the range of the experimental

characteristics. The adjusted bipolar junction transistor parameters

are listed in Table 6.3.

A multi-lump device model comprising of 500 sections using the

model parameters listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 were used to simulate

the fabricated devices. The predicted and experimental 10 versus IB

characteristics for VGE = 0, 5, 10, and 20 volts for the LR, T, Q, C,

and SR MOSBJTs; are shown in Figs. 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17,

respectively. The simulated characteristics (shown in broken lines)

agrees well with the experimental characteristics (shown in solid

lines).

The deviation of the experimental and simulated characteristics

at high levels of drain current results from drain series resistance.

Drain series resistance, which is not modeled by the multi-lump

model, reduces the inversion layer voltage. This effect increases

the extent of device cut-off for the MOSBJT operating in cut-off and

causes a related reduction in drain current.
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TABLE 6.3

MOSBJT MULTI-LUMP MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE
BJT CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

(ADJUSTED)

GEOMETRY ISCH(O) ISp(O) nEL C2

LR 4.4 X10-13 A 5.8 X10-14 A 1.10 1.3

T 5.2 X10-13 A 3.7 X 10-14 A 1.13 1.2

Q 5.4 X 10-13 A 3.6 X10-14 A 1. 15 2.8

C 5.8 X10-13 A 6.0 X10-14 A 1. 13 1.8

SR 1.0 X 10-13 A 5.5 X10-14 A 1.12 7.3
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Figure 6.13 The LR MOSBJT 10 versus IB characteristics for VGE =0, 5, 10,
and 20 volts. The experimental characteristics are shown in
solid lines and the predicted characteristics generated with the
multi-lump MOSBJT model are shown in broken lines.
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The difference in the VGE = 0 characteristics for the simulated

and experimental characteristics results from a slight difference in

the simulated and experimental threshold voltages. The multi-lump

model and the MOS input parameters consistently calculates a

threshold voltage that is slightly low. Thus the inversion layer is

present at VGE = 0 V.

The characteristics predicted by the multi-lump numerical MOSBJT

model agrees well with the experimental characteristics of the

fabricated devices. This indicates that the multi-lump model

satisfactorily models the geometry dependent distributed nature of

the MOSBJT and can be utilized to simulate MOSBJTs with alternate

gate structures. The ability to simulate MOSBJT's with different

gate geometries is extremely useful in the design optimization of the

MOSBJT for specific applications.
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATIONS

The concept of active area modulation was discussed (Chapter 2)

along with its influence on the device characteristics of the MOSBJT

(Chapter 4). The extent of device cut-off and therefore the drain

current of the MOSBJT is controllable with an applied base or gate

bias. This unique operating mode and the flexibility provided by the

two control terminals allow for a wide range of potential

applications for the MOSBJT.

In this chapter specific applications are identified and

discussed. Included with each discussion are experimental

characteristics presented in a form appropriate for the particular

application. The current limiting properties of the MOSBJT is

presented (Sec. 7.1), followed by a discussion on applications

exploiting the non-linear behavior of the MOSBJT (Sec. 7.2).

Finally, gain control applications for the MOSBJT is discussed in

Sec. 7.3.

The experimental characteristics presented in this chapter are

extracted from the fabricated MOSBJTs using an HP 4145A Semiconductor

Parameter Analyzer (SPA). Since the SPA performs discrete digital

current and voltage measurements, the MOSBJT device characteristics

are extracted as a set of ID(VGE,IB,VDE) data points. These data

points are transferred to an HP 9836 computer for storage and are

plotted in the originally obtained format or, where indicated,
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mathematical operations are performed on the data points to

manipulate the data in an application specific format.

7.1 The MOSBJT as ~ Current Limiting Device

The drain current (10) of the MOSBJT saturates when the gate

voltage (VGE) or base current (I B) is increased. Therefore the

MOSBJT can be used as a current limiting device upon which the

current limit for an input to a control terminal is adjustable with

an applied bias to the other control terminal. Experimental 10

versus IB characteristics for the large rectangular MOSBJT,

originally shown as Fig. 4.6 is included here for convenience but

relabeled Fig. 7.1. Notice that for a constant VGE, 10 linearly

increases with IB until saturation occurs at the onset of device

cut-off. The 10 versus IS characteristics for the triangular,

quadratic, cubic, and small rectangular gated devices are shown in

Figs. 4.7 - 4.10, respectively. The base and drain current at the

onset of device cut-off, IBOe and IOOC (listed in Table 4.1 and

plotted in .Figs. 4.11 and 4.12) are dependent on gate geometry and

VGE (Chapter 4).

The MOSBJT can also be operated with a signal applied to the

gate terminal and a fixed base current bias. The 10 versus VGE
characteristics for the large rectangular device (originally

presented in Fig. 4.26) is shown in Fig. 7.2. Notice the three

operating regimes: the entire device cut-off, for VGE < 0 volts;

partial device cut-off, for 0 < VGE < 4 volts; and the entire device

active for VGE > 4 volts. When the MOSBJT is biased into partial
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11::1-4-<-c- 10-5

Figure 7.1 Typical LR MOSBJT IO versus IB characteristics. The
gate voltages are 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 V.
VOE =10 V. Device No. 85-1-3,3.
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Figure 7.2 Typical LR MOSBJT ID versus VGE characteristics. The
base currents are in steps of 2 pA from 0 to 20 ~.
VDE =10 V. Device No. 85-1-3,3.
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cut-off, increases in VGE increases the active device area. and

causes a related increase in 10• But after the entire device becomes

active further increases of VGE does not increase the active area--no .

additional current is collected by the channel and the 10 saturates.

The 10 versus VGE characteristics for the triangular, quadratic,

cubic, and small rectangular gated devices are shown in Figs. 4.27 

4.30, respectively. The values for the gate voltage and drain

current at the onset of device cut-off, VGOC and IOOC' are listed in

. Table 4.2 and plotted in Figs. 4.33 and 4.34.

7.2 The Controllable Non-Linearity of the MOSBJT

The internal operation of the MOSBJT is similar to a

conventional BJT. When the entire device is active or cut-off, the

active device area is constant and 10 is linearly dependent upon IB

(as it is for a conventional BJT). But a deviation from this linear

behavior occurs at the onset of device cut-off and results from the

bias dependence of the active device area. The magnitude of the

non-linearity is dependent on gate geometry and applied bias.

The MOSBJT's non-linear behavior is characterized by determining

the power dependence of 10 upon IB and 10 upon VGE, nMOS(IB,VGE) and

nBJT(IB,VGE). Equations for 10 in terms of ~OS(IB,VGE) and

nBJT(IB,VGE) can be written as

and
nBJT(IS' VGE)

10 ex: IS
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nBJT and nMOS can be extracted from the 10 versus IB and 10

versus VGE characteristics for the large rectangular, triangular,

quadratic, cubic, and small rectangular gated MOSBJTs (Figs. 4.6 

4.10 and 4.26 - 4.30, respectively). Taking a pair of adjacent data

points, (I B1,101) and (IB2,1 02) from the 10 versus IB

characteristics, Eq. (7.3) is then used to determine nBJT•

=
10g(102) - 10g(101)

10g(I B2) - log (IB1)
(7.3)

Similarly taking two adjacent data points (VGE1,101) and (VGE2, 102),

from the 10 versus VGE characteristics, nMOS can be determined using

Eq. (7.4).

10g(102) - 10g(101)=
log (VGE2) - log (VGE1)

(7.4)

The non-linearity of the MOSBJT is presented in the form of nBJT

versus IB characteristics for constant values of VGE and nMOS versus

IB characteristics for constant values of VGE• nBJT versus IB and

nMOS versus VGE for the large rectangular, triangular, quadratic,

cubic, and small rectangular gated MOSBJTs are shown in Figs.

7.3a - e and Figs. 7.4a - e, respectively. The bias and gate

geometry dependent non-linearities vary over the range of 0.3 to 1.2
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Figure 7.3 Power dependence of 10 upon IB as a function of base
current. The gate voltages are 1, 3, 5, 10, and 20 V.
VOE = 10 V.
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Figure 7.3 cant. Power dependence of 10 upon 18 as a function of base
current. The gate voltages are 1, 3, 5, 10, and 20 V.
VDE = 10 V.
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Figure 7.3 cant. Power dependence of 10 upon IS as a function of base
current. The gate voltages are 1, 3, 5, 10, and
20 V. VOE = 10 V.
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Figure 7.4 Power dependence of 10 upon VGE as a function of gate
voltage. The base currents are in steps of 4 ~ to
20 uA. VDE = 10 V.
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Figure 7.4 cont. Power dependence of 10 upon VGE as a function of gate
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for 1BJT and 0.1 to 1.6 for nMOS• The capability of controlling the

operating non-linearity of the MOSBJT with device bias is exploitable

in signal processing applications which include frequency conversion

and harmonic generation.

Harmonic Generation

The non-linearity that is introduced when the MOSBJT cuts-off

generates drain current components consisting of higher order

harmonics of the input signals. The magnitude of these harmonic

components is dependent upon the nature of the non-linearity, which

in turn is dependent on the operating bias and gate geometry, and the

magnitude of the input signal. In this section a harmonic analysis

is performed on the output current of the MOSBJT for signals applied

to the base and gate. The harmonic components are extracted from the

experimental current versus voltage characteristics using a technique

which was first presented by Espley [23] and which later is applied

in the analysis of harmonic distortion in transistors [24].

The drain current of the MOSBJT with respect to the D.C.

operating point can be expressed as a power series in terms of i b for

a constant VGE•

G · G' 2 G . 3 G . 4= l'b + 2'b + 3'b + 4'b +

Assuming that the input signal is of the form
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(7.6)

Eq. (7.6) can be substituted into Eq. (7.5) and an expression for the

instantaneous drain current i O can be written as

i O = 10 + BBO + BB, cos(wt) +BB2 cos(2wt) +BB3 cos(3wt)

+ BB4 cos(4wt) + ••• (7.7)

Using Espley's procedure the drain current response to the

sinusoidal base current can be analyzed and the Fourier coefficients

(BBO' BB" BB2, BB3, BB4, ••• ) obtained. The Fourier coefficients

were extracted from the 10 versus IB characteristics for the LR and C

MOSBJT (Figs. 7.5a and 7.6a) using an a.c. base current input of 2 ~

p-p. The Fourier coefficients BBO' BB" BB2, BB3, and BB4 for the LR

and C geometries are shown in Figs. 7.5 b - f and Figs. 7.6 b - f,

respectively. The greatest amplitude of harmonic components are

produced at a bias under which maximum non-linearity occurs, i.e., at

the onset of device cut-off. Since the onset of device cut-off is

gate geometry dependent, the Fourier coefficient characteristics are

also dependent on gate geometry. The C MOSBJT cuts-off at a lower IB
than the LR MOSBJT and therefore the peaks in the C MOSBJT's Fourier

coefficient characteristics occur at lower values of IB than for the

LR MOSBJT's characteristics.

The gate geometry also affects the degree of non-linearity at

the onset of device cut-off. After the onset of cut-off, the cubic

device's active area rapidly reduces (compared to the LR.device) with
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Figure 7.5 Typical LR MOSBJT drain current and empirical Fourier

coefficients, as a function of base current. VGE = 0, 3,
5, 10, and 20 V. VOE =10 V. Device No. 85-1-3,3.
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increasing base current. This results in an abrupt knee in 10 versus

IB characteristics for the cubic device which creates greater

non-linearity which in turn generates harmonic components of a

greater amplitude.

Using the procedure presented above, the Fourier coefficients of

the drain current response to an applied sinusoidal gate voltage can

be obtained. The drain current of the MOSBJT with respect to the

d.c. operating point can be expressed as a power series in terms of

Vg for a constant IB as

G G 2 G 3 G v 4 += , vg + 2 vg + 3 vg + 4 g

Assuming that the input signal is of the form

Eq. 7.6 can be substituted into 7.5 and the instantaneous drain

current i O can be expressed as

(7.8)

(7.9)

i O = 10 + BVO + BV, cos(wt) +BV2 cos(2wt) +BV3 cos(3wt)

IB

+BV4 cos(4wt) + •••

Using Espley's procedure the drain current response to the

(7.10)

sinusoidal gate voltage can be analyzed and the Fourier coefficients
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(BVO' BV1, BV2, BV3, ••• ) obtained. The Fourier coefficients were

extracted from the 10 versus VGE characteristics for the LR and C

MOSBJT (Fig. 7.7a and 7.8a) using an a.c. gate voltage of 0.50 V p-p.

The Fourier coeficients BVO' BV" BV2, BV3, and BV4 for the LR and C

geometries are shown in Figs. 7.7b - f and Figs. 7.8b - f. Maximum

harmonic generation occurs at the bias where the greatest

non-linearity occurs, i.e., at the onset of device cut-off and at

VGE ~ 0 volts which is where a reduction of a'MOSBJT occurs as a

result of ~nhanced surface recombination (Chapter 4). The geometry

dependence of the Fourier coefficient characteristics results from a

related dependence of the onset of device cut-off (Chapter 4). Since

the onset of channel cut-off for the C MOSBJT occurs at higher gate

voltages than the LR MOSBJT, the amplitude peaks in the Fourier

coefficient characteristics occur at higher gate voltages for the C

MOSBJT compared to the LR MOSBJT.

7.3 Gain Control of the MOSBJT

An expression for the drai~ current of the MOSBJT is obtained by

representing the drain current as a Taylor's series expansion [25] in

terms of IB and VGE•
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+ higher order terms, (7.11)

derivatives with respect to IS' VGE, ••• evaluated at IS = ISO and

VGE = VGEO•
Sy definition the partial derivative of f(x,y) with respect to x

keeping y constant can be written

af(x,y)

ax
= lim

~x -> 0

f(x + ~x,y) - f(x,y)
(7.12)

Approximations for the partial derivatives are extracted from

MOSSJT electrical characteristics using Eq. (7.13).

f(x + ~x,y) - f(x,y)

where ~x is small.

Using the above approximation and the earlier defined

nomenclature, the partial derivatives in the Taylor's series

(7.13)

expansion of ID (Eq. [7.11]) can be written in the simplified form of

Eqs. (7.14) - (7.19):
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IO(I B + ~IB,VGEO) - ID(IB,VGEO)

~IB

= IO(IBO,VGE + ~VGE) - ID(IBO,VGE)

~VGE

(7.14)

(7.15)

=
(7.16)

=
~gm(IBO,VGEO)

~IB

(7. 17)

1
0

IBI
B

(IBO,VGEO) = B'MOSBJT(IBO+6I B,VGEO) - 6'MOSBJT(IBO,VGEO)
III B

=
~a'MOSBJT(IBO,VGEO)

~IB
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=

9m(IBO,VGEO + AVGE) - 9m(IBO,VGEO)

6VGE

69m(1BO,VGEO)

6VGE

(7.19)

After substitution of Eqs. (7.14) - (7.19) into Eq. (7.11), the

Taylor series expansion for 10 can be written as

where

69 (I ,V )
+ (1/2)(6V )2 m BO GEO

GE 6V
GE

6VGE = (VGE-VGEO) and

6I B = (I B - IBO)·

+ ••• • (7.20)

The dependence of the drain current on 6IB and 6VGE can be

characterized by the evaluation of the partial derivatives of the

above equation.
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Since gm can be modulated with IB, and S'MOSBJT can be modulated

with VGE, an application for the MQSBJT lies in the area of gain

control. The analysis of the effect of base current and gate voltage

on the drain current is aided with a plot of the device

characteristics in the form of 8'MOSBJT versus VGE for a fixed IB,

and in the form of gm versus IB for a fixed VGE• The 8'MOSBJT versus

VGE characteristics at fixed IB can be extracted from the 10 versus

VGE characteristics (Figs. 4.26-4.30) using Eq. (7.21),

8'MOSBJT =

The B'MOSBJT versus VGE characteristics for the LR, T, Q, C, and SR

MOSBJTs are shown in Figs. 7.9a - e, respectively.

Similarly, gm versus IB characteristics are extracted from the

10 versus IB characteristics for fixed values of VGE (Figs. 4.6 

4.10) using Eq. (7.22). The gm versus IB characteristics for fixed

values of VGE for the LR, T, Q, C, and SR MOSBJTs are shown in Figs.

7.6 a-e, respectively.

=
IO(IB,VGE2) - IO(IB,VGE1)

VGE2 - VGE1

241
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Signal Multiplication

If two separate signals are applied to the base and gate of a

MOSBJT biased into cut-off, the applied signals will modulate the

active device area and 10• The Taylor series term representing this

effect is

t.B'MOSBJT

t.VGE
(7.23)

The t.B'MOSBJT/t.VGE versus VGE for fixed values of IB (Figs.

7.lla - e) and t.gm/t.I B versus IB for fixed values of VGE (Figs.

7.l2a - e) were extracted from the B'MOSBJT versus VGE
characteristics (Figs. 7.9a - e) and from the gm versus IB
characteristics (Figs. 7.l0a - e) using Eqs. (7.24) and (7.25),

respectively.

t.B'MOSBJT

t.VGE

B'MOSBJ~ I - B'MOSBJTlv I
I~GE2' B GEl' B

=
VGE2 - VGEl

(7.24)

t.gm =
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As evident in Figs. 7.lla - e and 7.l2a - e the regions of enhanced

10 sensitivity to simultaneously applied base and gate signals

correspond to regions of operation in which the active area is being

significantly modulated by the applied bias. Outside of this region

of enhanced 10 sensitivity lies regions of low 10 sensitivity

associated with the operation of the MOSBJT in an entirely cut-off or

entirely active mode. The drain currents dependence on the product

of the signals simultaneously applied to the gate and base control

terminals is useful in applications such as signal multiplication,

mixing, and modulation.

In this chapter potential areas of application for the MOSBJT

have been identified. These include uses as a current limiting

device, a controllable non-linear element with applications in

harmonic generation and frequency conversion, and gain control

applications such as current gain control, transconductance control,

and signal multiplication. In addition to the above applications.

the sensitivity of the MOSBJT electrical characteristics to the

surface properties of the device has led to further investigations

into the use of the MOSBJT as a surface diagnostic tool.
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CHAPTER 8

REVERSE ACTIVE OPERATING MODE FOR THE MOSBJT

The MOSBJT under reverse active bias operates in a manner which

is in someways similar to the gated transistor which has been used to

study the effects of surface conditions on the BJT current gain [26].

[27]. Results of these latter studies reveal that the controlled

surface potentials of the emitter and the base region adjacent to the

emitter have significant effects on a BJT's characteristics. The

effects have been attributed to the surface voltage dependence of the

surface recombination velocity.

Unlike the gated transistors of the earlier studies. the MOSBJT

is designed such that the MOS inversion layer functions as the

dominant and effective "emitter" (for the reverse active biased

device) and as the dominant and effective "collector" (for the

forward active biased device). This is achieved by providing the

MOSBJT with a very large gate area compared to the parasitic BJT.

The gate area is approximately thirty times the area of the diffused

n+ contact. The resultant MOSBJT device characteristics not only are

affected by the surface recombination velocity variations. but they

are very sensitive to inversion layer voltage variations. The

effects are discussed in this chapter.
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8.1 Basic Device Operation of the Reverse Active MOSBJT

Definition of Reverse Active Operating Modes

For the sake of clarity, the MOSBJT terminals are relabeled here

for the discussion of the reverse active operating modes. The

diffused n+ region and adjacent MOS area are now called the emitter,

the p-epi layer is the base, and the n+ substrate is the collector.

The MOSBJT is defined as biased into the reverse active operating

mode when the (now) emitter-base junction is forward biased and the

base-collector junction is reverse biased. The three reverse active

operating modes for the MOSBJT are: 1) The reverse active operating

mode with the inversion layer present, 2) the reverse active

operating mode with the inversion layer not present, and 3) the

reverse active operating mode with the inversion layer present and

where the channel bias is significantly altered by the channel

conduction current. These three operating modes are discussed

separately, below.

Reverse Active Operating Mode With the Inversion Layer Present

A cross-section diagram of the reverse active biased MOSBJT with

the inversion layer present is shown in Fig. 8.1. The inversion

layer forms upon the application of a gate voltage greater than the

threshold voltage. For the reverse active biased MOSBJT, the

inversion-layer/base junction (a field induced junction [FIJ]) is

forward biased through contact with the diffused n+ nipple region.

In this way the inversion layer can be made to function as an emitter

and is referred to as the inversion layer emitter (ILE). Electrons
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Figure 8.1 Cross-section of the reverse active biased MOSBJT with the inversion
layer present. The MOS structure is biased into inversion, the
emitter-base junction is forward biased, and the collector-base
junction is reverse biased. Arrows indicate direction of the base
minority carrier flux FnB•



are injected into the base from both the diffused n+ nipple region

(the parasitic emitter [PEl) and the ILE. These electrons diffuse

across the base and are collected by the reverse biased

base/collector junction. The energy band diagram and schematic

representation of base minority carrier injection from the ILE, the

diffusion of these carriers across the base, and the collection of

the minority carriers by the reverse biased collector-base junction

are illustrated in Fig. 8.2.

Reverse Active Operating Mode With the Inversion Layer Not Present

A cross section diagram of the reverse active operating mode

with the inversion layer not present is shown in Fig. 8.3. Since

VGE < VTH the inversion layer is not present to function as an ILE.

Forward bias of the emitter-base junction results in the injection of

carriers from the PE into the base. These carriers diffuse across

the base and are collected by the reverse biased collector-base

junction providing the external collector current.

Reverse Active Operating Mode With the Inversion Layer Present and

Where the Channel Bias ~ Significantly Altered ~ the Channel

Conduction Current

For the reverse active biased MOSBJT with the inversion layer

present (Fig. 8.4), the electrons flowing along the resistive

inversion layer cause a reduction of the bias on the FIJ. Since the

inversion layer current flows toward the drain, the inversion layer

voltage, which is 0 V at the grounded emitter, increases with
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Figure 8.4 Cross-section di.agrams of the reverse active MOSBJT
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significantly altering the channel bias. Arrows
indicate the direction of the base carrier flux FnBo
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Diagrams reveal the effect channel current and
resistivity has on significantly altering the
channel bias. Arrows indicate the direction of
the base carrier flux FnB•
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increasing distance away from the drain. This increase in the

inversion-layer voltage. decreases the forward bias on the FIJ.

Since the carrier flux of a forward biased junctlon is

exponentially dependent on the voltage bias. only a small bias

reduction is required to substantially reduce the magnitude of the

minority carrier flux injected into the base from a region of the

ILE. That portion of the ILE which no longer functions as an emitter

is called the "debiased region" and that portion of the ILE that

functions as an effective emitter is called the "active region".

Cross-sectional diagrams of a reverse active MOSBJT are shown with

the entire ILE active (Fig. 8.4a), with the ILE partially debiased

(Fig. 8.4b), and with the ILE almost totally debiased (Fig. 8.4c).

8.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

Reverse active biased MOSBJT device characteristics are obtained

using an HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer in a manner

similar to that used for the characterization of the forward active

operating mode (Chap. 4). The bias arrangement and nomenclature for

the reverse active operating mode for the MOSBJT are shown in Fig.

8.5. Typical IC versus VCE characteristics for the reverse active LR

MOSBJT with applied gate voltages VGE = -10, 0, 10, and 20 volts are

shown in Fig. 8.6. The IC versus VCE characteristics for VGE = -10

and 0 volts (corresponding to the reverse active operating mode with

the inversion layer not present) reveal an a.c. current gain SiR

~250. As VGE is increased. the inversion layer forms and (as evident
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in Figs. 8.6c and 8.6d) a substantial reduction of the a.c. current

gain occurs (a ::: 50).

Insight into the dependence of the reverse active MOSBJT's

current gain on gate voltage is obtained through an analysis of the

IC' 18 versus VBE characteristics for VGE = -10, 0, 10, and 20 V

(Fig. 8.7). A comparison of the IC' 18 versus VBE characteristics

for VGE = -10 and 0 V (in which the inversion layer is not present)

and the VGE = 10 and 20 V characteristics (in which the inversion

layer is present) reveals that a slight increase in Ie and a much

greater increase in IB occurs when the inversion layer forms. This

disproportionate increase of 18 and I C translates to a substantial

reduction of the MOSBJT's current gain 6.

Insight into the source of the increased base current

requirements for the MOSBJT with the inversion layer present, is

obtained by considering the dominant base current component for the

reverse active MOSBJT. The slope of the 18 versus VBE

characteristics translates to an nEL value of approximately 2. This

value is associated with the base current component resulting from

full recombination in the emitter-base space charge depletion region

[6].

For a given base-emitter bias, the base current component

associated with recombination in the emitter-base space charge should

yield a base current contribution proportional to the emitter area.

It is therefore anticipated that upon the formation of the inversion

layer, upon which the emitter area is increased from the area of the

PE to the sum of the PE and ILE areas, a proportionate increase in
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MOSBJT's base current requirements will occur. When the inversion

layer forms, the experimentally observed approximately thirty-fold

increase in base current for the MOSBJT is in agreement with the

thirty-fold increase in the total emitter area. Therefore, the

increase in base current demand when the inversion layer forms, is

attributed to the increase the total emitter area which causes a

related increase in the MOSBJT's dominant base current

component--recombination in the emitter base space charge depletion

region.

Ideally, the collector current should increase proportionately

with increases in emitter area. The source of this increase in

collector current is the collection of carriers injected into the

base from the ILE. An experimentally observed four-fold increase in

the collector current occurs when the inversion layer forms. The

fact that this increase in collector current is not proportional to

the increase in emitter area (~30 times) could result from the ILE

being a less efficient emitter when compared with the PEe The

reduced efficiency of the ILE when compared to the PE could result

from the former having a lower saturation current [6]. This would

cause a smaller magnitude of carrier injection into the base from the

ILE compared to the PE, for an identical base-emitter bias.

At large VBE bias the Ie' IB versus VBE characteristics for

different gate voltages approach each other. This effect results

from the MOSBJT's electrical behavior becoming that of the parasitic

BJT at high levels of base bias. For the reverse biased MOSBJT with

the inversion layer not present (VGE < VTH), the MOSBJT's device
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characteristics are solely those of the parasitic BJT. For the

reverse active MOSBJT with the inversion layer present (VGE < VTH)
and at high levels of base bias, the ILE is substantially debiased;

and electrical behavior of the MOSBJT is also that of the parasitic

BJT. The similarity of the MOSBJT's electrical characteristics at

high levels of base bias results from the domination of the device

behavior by the parasitic BJT.

The slight difference of the IC versus VCE characteristics (Fig.

8.7) for VGE = 20 volts compared with VGE = 10 volts results from the

effect of gate voltage on the inversion-layer resistivity. Since

increasing VGE lowers the inversion layer resistivity, debiasing of

the ILE will occur at a larger inversion layer current and thus a

larger collector current. Therefore the IC versus VBE curve for the

VGE = 20 V case is greater than for the VGE = 10 V case.

The Reverse Active MOSBJT ~ ~ Current Controlled Current Source

The reverse active MOSBJT can be characterized as a current

controlled current source in which IC is dependent on lB. IC is

plotted as a function of I B, for VGE = -5 to 20 V in steps of 5 V for

the LR, T, Q, C, and SR MOSBJTs in Figs. 8.8 - 8. 12, respectively.

IC is plotted as a function of IB, for VGE = -1 V to 1 V in steps of

0.25 volts for the LR, T, Q, C, and SR MOSBJTs in Figs. 8.13 - 8.17,

respectively. The reverse active a.c. current gain

B1 =R
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is calculated from the IC versus IB characteristics (Figs. 8.8 

8.17) and is plotted as a function of IB for a fixed VGE in Figs.

8.18 - 8.27. Clearly evident is the significant reduction in BI
R as

VGE is increased. This is attributed to the formation of the IlE.

The trend of the SIR versus VGE characteristics to approach each

other at high levels of base bias is attributed to the debiasing of

the IlE.

The Reverse Active MOSBJT ~ ~ Voltage Controlled Current Source

The MOSBJT can be characterized as a voltage controlled current

source in which IC is dependent on VGE• IC versus VGE

characteristics for IB = 0 to 20 ~A in steps of 2 ~A for the lR f T,

Q, C, and SR MOSBJTs are shown in Figs. 8.28 - 8.32. The spacing of

the IC versus VGE curves are a measure of the SIR' Evident here is

the pronounced reduction of BI
R at the onset of inversion which

monotonically decreases as the gate voltage is increased. The a.c.

transconductance for the reverse active biased MOSBJT

(8.2)

is calculated from the IC versus VGE characteristics (Figs. 8.28 

8.32) and is plotted as a function of VGE for a fixed IB in Figs.

8.33 - 8.37. The gmR versus VGE characteristics reveals a strong

dependence of gm on gate voltage at the onset of strong inversion

(VGE ~ 0.5 V). This has been attributed to the additional base
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Device No. 85-1-4.5.
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Device No. 85-1-4,6.
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current requirements arising from recombination in the emitter-base

space charge depletion region which occurs when the ILE forms.

The reverse active mode of operation for the MOSBJT has been

discussed and analyzed in this chapter. The current gain of the

MOSBJT which has been shown to be strongly dependent on gate voltage.

results from a significant increase in the base current demand and a

disproportionate increase in collector current for the MOSBJT when

the inversion layer forms. Although device models for the reverse

active mode of operation are not presented here. they can be

constructed following the approaches used in the modeling of the

forward active biased MOSBJT (see Chapters 5 and 6).



CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this dissertation a unique semiconductor device termed the

metal oxide semiconductor bipolar junction transistor (MOSBJT) is

described. This device results from the electrical merging of a

MOSFET and BJT. Discussions are presented on the basic device

concept, the device design and fabrication, the experimental

characteristics, an analytical device model, a numerical multi-lump

device model, several potential areas of applications, and the

reverse active mode of operation.

In Chapter 2 the basic device concept behind the MOSBJT is

presented and can be summarized as follows: The forward biased

emitter-base junction injects minority carriers into the base of the

MOSBJT. When the MOS structure is biased into inversion, the reverse

biased inversion-layer/base junction can operate as an effective

collector. The base minority carriers are collected by the inversion

layer and become excess majority carriers which dielectrically relax

along the inversion layer and out of the drain contact. This current

flowing along the resistive inversion layer results in an inversion

layer voltage drop. Under certain conditions, the voltage drop is of

sufficient magnitude to cause a debiasing of the inversion layer/base

junction furthest from the drain. Since the debiased region is

electrically inactive, when this region forms, the active device area

of the MOSBJT is reduced. Details of the bias dependent control of

the active device area is presented along with a discussion on the
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dependence of the MOSBJT's electrical characteristics on the active

device area.

In Chapter 3 the design and fabrication of the MOSBJT is

discussed. Design considerations for the optimization of the MOSBJT

are presented from the viewpoint of the optimization of the

individual device elements. i.e•• the MOS and BJT structures. and the

optimization of the MOSBJT as a whole. The optimization process led

to design preferences in crystalline orientation. doping

concentration. dopants. epi-layer thickness. as well as preferences

in the device fabrication sequence and procedures.

The gate geometry's effect on the electrical characteristics of

the MOSBJT is the impetus for the fabricat10n of non-rectangular

gated MOSBJTs. The gate dependence of the MOSBJT's electrical

characteristics can be summar~zed as follows: The gate geometry's

simultaneous effect on both the channel resistivity and the

inversion-layer current distribution alters the spatial variation of

inversion-layer voltage. This in turn affects the bias at which

device cut-off occurs and the sensitivity of the active device area

(and thus the terminal drain current) to changes in device bias (the

base current and gate voltage).

Experimental device characteristics of the fabricated MOSBJT are

presented and analyzed in Chapter 4. The gate geometry dependence of

the MOSBJT and the drain current dependence on both the gate and base

control terminals are characterized and analyzed. Further

characterization is achieved with the graphical analysis of the gain

associated with each control terminal. i.e., the transconductance of
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the gate and the current gain of the base. The experimental behavior

of the MOSBJT is consistent with the qualitative understanding of the

device.

In Chapter 5 an analytical device model for the MOSBJT is

presented. An analytical modeling approach is outlined and a

closed-form solution obtained for a simplified case. This model is

used to simulate the fabricated rectangular MOSBJTs and produces

results in agreement with the experimental characteristics.

A multi-lump MOSBJT model with an iterative numerical solution

is described in Chapter 6. This model is based upon an one

dimensional circuit representation of the MOSBJT. The close

agreement of the multi-lump model's simulation of the fabricated

MOSBJT's behavior affirms this model's accurate modeling of the

distributed nature of the MOSBJT and the bias dependence of the

active device area.

In Chapter 7 potential areas of application for the MOSBJT are

identified. The two control terminal of the MOSBJT and the phenomena

of active area modulation lend the MOSBJT to a wide range of

applications including current limiting, controllable non-linearity,

various methods of gain control, and signal multiplication. The

proposed MOSBJT applications are discussed individually and supported

by a presentation of the experimental device characteristics in an

application specific format.

The reverse active mode of operation for the MOSBJT is discussed

in Chapter 8. In this operating mode, the diffused n+ contact and

inversion layer functions as the emitter. the epi-layer functions as
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the base. and the substrate functions as the collector. Electrons

are injected into the base from the diffused n+ contact and the

inversion layer. The minority carriers diffuse across the base and

are collected by the reverse biased base-collector junction.

The electrical characteristics of the reverse active MOSBJT are

presented and analyzed. The current gain for the reverse active

MOSBJT is much higher than the current gain of the forward active

MOSBJT. This has been attributed to variations in the emitter

characteristics of the two operat~ng modes. The current gain of the

reverse active biased MOSBJT is strongly dependent on gate voltage.

This results from the occurrence of a significant increase in the

base current and a lesser increase in collector current during the

formation of the inversion-layer emitter.

In conclusion the MOSBJT is novel device with useful

unconventional device characteristics. A detailed discussion on the

operation of the MOSBJT has been presented in this dissertation such

that further investigation of alternate device geometries can be

undertaken to optimize or improve upon the limitations of the

fabricated devices. The availability of the multi-lump device model,

which is capable of simulating MOSBJT structures with arbitrary gate

geometries, facilitates the optimization of the MOSBJT for use in the

identified areas of application.
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